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Visit us for your next 
Vacation or Get-Away!
Four Rooms Complete 
with Private Hot Tubs 

& Outdoor Patios

OPEN
ALL 

YEAR!

Three Rooms at $80
One Suite at $120

www.bucciavineyard.com

JOIN US FOR LIVE 
ENTERTAINMENT ALL 

WEEKEND!
Appetizers & Full Entree 

Menu
See Back Cover For Full Info

www.grandrivercellars.com

Live Entertainment Fridays & Saturdays!

www.debonne.com
See Back Cover For Full Info

4573 Rt. 307 East, Harpersfi eld, Ohio
440.415.0661

Sun-Thurs 12-6

Open Noon to past sunset 
Sunday-Thursday 

and Midnight on Fridays 
& Saturdays
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Connect 534 was designed around 
creating and marketing new events 
along State Route 534; The City of 

Geneva, Geneva Township, Geneva-
on-the-Lake, and Harpersfield 

Township. Connect 534 is working 
hard to promote local businesses and 

involve the community in new and 
revitalized events and programs.

Summer Savings Brochure
Connect 534 is hosting a brochure

 full of specials from businesses 
along St. Rt. 534! 

Check our website for more information! 
www.connect534.com
or contact: Sarah Bals

email:Sarah@Connect534.com
(440)466-0019

Dancing in the Streets!

Great Lakes
Timber Show

ZUMBATHON!!!
Sunday Aug. 30th

S+W Zumba is coming out to 
Liberty St. across from Old Mill 

Winery) 10:00am-NOON
This zumbathon benefits the 

Ashtabula APL and the 
Geneva Food Pantry $10 

donation or bag of nonperish-
able food items.

Coming to town on 
Sat. Oct. 3rd

during Connect 534's 
APPLEGANZA 

WEEKEND!

1st Annual Party in the 
Plaza & Luisa's Mexican 
Grill's 10 Year Anniversary

September 25,26,& 27
During Grape Jamboree Weekend

Live Music, Beer Garden, & Pig Roast.
Proceeds to Benefit the 
Geneva Grid Iron Club

Barn Quilts of 

Ashtabula County

Wine Tour Fundraiser
October 17 & 18

12:00-6:00pm
Visit our website for more info.

Ohio Wine Country Events

Old Firehouse Celtic Feis this coming weekend August 29th!
Get your green on Saturday, August 29 is “Celtic Fest 2015” from 
Noon to 8 pm and they have brought back the Irish dancers by request! 
Admission is Free!
Plan to make a day of it! There will be Food, Fun, Killian’s Irish Red 
beer, and tons of great Celtic music. A lawn chair is suggested as there 
are TWO stages and the second stage has limited seating.  See the 
inside back cover for the entertainment listing.

Pairings Events
Soup Session - Soups of the Season! 
Date: Wednesday, September 2 Time: 6:00-8:30 p.m. 
Cost: $20
Instructor: Chef Michael Lorah

Meet Me at Pairings with Nick Ferrante - Ferrante Winery 
Date: Thursday, September 3 Time: 5:00-9:00 p.m. 
Cost: Free to attend! $5 small plates paired with special $8 wine fl ights are available for 
purchase. Wine may be purchased by the glass, bottle & to-go.

Making Scents of Wine
      Much of the ‘taste’ of wine is determined by the aromas it emits. Join an industry expert for a 
wine aroma and sensory experience featuring nearly 20 dozen aromas and tastes. The afternoon 
will focus on ten elements predominant in Ohio’s cool climate white wines and another ten 
elements which are most found in Ohio grown red wines. It will include tactile experiences 
to illustrate the concept of ‘mouthfeel’ in wine. Following the ‘sensory experience’ class 
participants will sample four award winning Ohio wines and sample with Ohio made artisan 
cheeses. 
      Each participant will receive a souvenir wine glass, a unique wine charm, a wine tasting 
guide fi lled with information any connoisseur or novice will fi nd informative, a wine bottle 
shopping tote, wine terminology charts, wine and food pairing information, recipes that 
complement regional wines, a copy of the latest issue of the WineBuzz and Sip magazines, six 
wine trail brochures, a completion certifi cate suitable for framing and a $3 discount coupon for a 
future lunch at Pairings. 
Making ‘Scents’ sessions: 3:30-5 pm Sept 11 & 25 - $45 per person per class -- reservations are 
required: call 800-227-6972 
       Visit pairingsohio.com for more fun classes & events! See the ad on this page for venue 
information.

The second annual, “Dine in the Vines” at Kosicek Vineyards 
September 20th, 4:30pm-7:00pm
       A celebration of farm-to-table and the Grand River Valley fall harvest. Dine amongst the 
grapes at Kosicek Vineyards for this three course dinner prepared by Crosswinds Grille of The 
Lakehouse Inn, with hand selected wine pairings from Kosicek Vineyards.
       The event will take place at Kosicek’s Vineyard (see Kosicek’s ad in The Winery guide on 
pg. 2 for venue details). Reservations are required and the cost is $60.00 per person, plus tax & 
gratuity.  Call Crosswinds Grille for reservations and availability. 440-466-8668 

Mark your calendars for the 52nd Grape Jamboree September 26 & 27
       The Geneva Area Grape Jamboree celebrates the harvesting of the local grapes.  Visitors 
may taste freshly squeezed grape juice, wine, and various other grape products.  All grand-stand 
entertainment, including the grape stomping contest, is free.  Miss Grapette is featured in the two 
giant parades each afternoon: Saturday at 1:30 p.m. and Sunday at 2:00 p.m.  Rides, crafts, food, 
and other concessions pack the downtown streets during this grape fi lled weekend.
      Nearly continuous entertainment fi lls the stage in the center of town with rock, country 
and magic. This year’s Saturday night music highlight is Hotel California - The internationally 
touring Tribute to The Eagles. For full entertainment schedule visit www.grapejamboree.com
The Grape Jamboree is held on the last weekend each year in September.  Geneva is located one 
mile north of Route 90 at the intersection of routes 20 and 534.
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businesses appearing in the North Coast VOICE.
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Sat  8-29 • 7-10pm
Greene Eagle Winery
Davis Peck Rd, Cortland, Oh 

Sun 8-30 • 4-7pm
Deers Leap Winery
SR 534 • Geneva
 
Fri. 9-4 • 7-10pm
BeneVino Winery
Main St. • Perry
 
Sat.  9-5 • 8-12:00am
Pickled Pepper
Golf Dr. • GOTL  
 
Sun.  9-6 • 12-2pm
Geauga County Fair
and 4-8pm
Deers Leap Winery • Geneva

TA   E IIK
Playing 50-60-70's

Favorites and Much More

For booking call Ellie
330-770-5613

www.takeii.com

••••••••••••••••••••••••
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• • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • •
COME

DANCE!

Entertainment

DISC
JOCKEY

440-313-4801
trenda@TrendaRocks.com

TrendaRocks.com

DJ/Emcee, Trenda Jones
now booking Summer & Fall

Events • Private • Parties • Clubs

Emcee • Bands
Production
Multimedia

OLDIES
     DANCE
          CLASSIC ROCK

Home For Sale

3131 River Glen Dr.
Austinburg, OH

1200 sq. ft. with Full Basement

SEPARATE
POLE BARN WITH ELECTRIC

& CEMENT FLOOR!
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By Don Perry

For full schedule
DonPerrySaxman.com

or
www.facevaluemusic.com

Fri. Aug. 28th • 6-9:30

Ferrante Winery
 

Sat. Aug. 29th • 8-12
Ashtabula Elks Lodge

(Public Invited!!)

 

Fri. Sept. 4th • 8-12
Old Firehouse Winery

 

Sat. Sept. 5th • 7-11
Pymatuning Adventure Resort

TourS

Covered Bridges,
Amish Country, Outlet Mall Shopping

and Other Destinations Available

14 Passenger Bus
and 7 Passenger SUV
available for tours of
the Northeast Ohio region.

Nancy Hamper
Barrels & Bridges Tours

440-488-6250
BarrelsAndBridgesTours.com

Tour the
wineries of
Geneva and
The Grand
River Valley

Legendary Jazz guitarist John Paul Pizzarelli, Jr, plays 4 
big shows at Nighttown in support of his upcoming album, 
“Midnight McCartney”- September 9th and 10th 
“This may tickle your fancy, or you may decide these are the 
ramblings of a deranged composer with too much time  on his 
hands.”- Paul McCartney.

        World-renowned guitarist John Paul Pizzarelli, Jr. (born April 6, 1960), in Paterson, New 
Jersey, is considered one of the prime contemporary interpreters of the Great American 
Songbook.

       Pizzarelli has expanded that repertoire by including the music of Joni Mitchell, Neil Young, Tom 
Waits, Antônio Carlos Jobim and Lennon-McCartney.  His themed albums and shows, suggest 
there is no limit to his imagination or talent.

       Pizzarelli’s latest venture is introducing the solo work of Paul McCartney to his audience, 
through his September 18, 2015 release on Concord Records, “Midnight McCartney” and on 
stages around the world. The challenge, Pizzarelli says, is lining up some of the lesser-known 
McCartney songs alongside the works of Gershwin, Berlin and Rodgers. “I think they can all 
stand next to each other,” he states.

       John started playing guitar at age six, following in the tradition of his father, the legendary jazz 
guitarist Bucky Pizzarelli.  He turned to jazz in his late teens after playing in rock bands and he 
received his education playing with his father and many jazz greats who would infl uence his 
work: Benny Goodman, Les Paul, Zoot Sims, Clark Terry and Slam Stewart, among others.

        His solo recording career began with the release of “My Blue Heaven” in 1990. He played clubs 
and concert halls on the jazz circuit, opening for such greats as Dave Brubeck, Ramsey Lewis 

and Rosemary Clooney.  In 1993, he was honored to open for Frank Sinatra’s international tour and then joined in the celebration for his 80th 
birthday at Carnegie Hall, where he sang “I Don’t Know Why I Love You like I Do” with the accompaniment of his father.
        Many of Pizzarelli’s albums since then have been dedications and tributes to the great performers and composers who have infl uenced him 
over the years, including two to his hero, Nat “King” Cole - “Dear Mr. Cole” and “P.S. Mr. Cole”.  Since 2013, Pizzarelli has also performed a 
Cole tribute show with pianist Ramsey Lewis.  “His sound was singular and inspired,” Pizzarelli says.
  
      Other tributes include his 2006 release “Dear Mr. Sinatra”, featuring the Clayton-Hamilton Jazz Orchestra and the 2008 recording, the 
GRAMMY® Award-nominated “With a Song in My Heart”, which celebrates the music of composer Richard Rodgers and includes swinging 
Rodgers & Hart standards like “The Lady Is a Tramp,” and theater songs from South Pacifi c and The King and I.
      John has also married songs from great pop songwriters of his own generation with traditional jazz arrangements and melodies. “Double 
Exposure”, released in 2012, united the Beatles and Lee Morgan, Tom Waits with Billy Strayhorn and the Allman Brothers Band with the style of 
Wes Montgomery.
      John has also performed on the country’s most popular national television shows such as The Tonight Show with Jay Leno,  Late Night with 
Jimmy Fallon, Late Show with David Letterman, Conan, Live with Regis & Kelly, The Tony Danza Show and the Macy’s Thanksgiving Day 
Parade.
      Pizzarelli’s latest album, “Midnight McCartney”, has its origins in McCartney’s GRAMMY®-winning 2012 album, “Kisses on the Bottom”, 
on which Pizzarelli played guitar on 10 of the album’s 14 tracks.  John later backed McCartney onstage, while touring to support the album
      Fifteen months after those gigs, when Paul McCartney wrote John Pizzarelli a letter, suggesting he record an album of the former Beatle’s 
songs, the jazz guitarist and singer quickly signed on.  “I got an idea in my head,” McCartney wrote to Pizzarelli in late May 2014.  “It might be 
interesting for you to do a few of my songs that are lesser known than some of the others.  I realize this may be a little immodest, if not pushy”. 
Though Paul had originally envisioned “lesser-known tunes” for the covers project, Pizzarelli considered all his options when he and wife 
Jessica Molaskey and pianist Larry Goldings combed through the McCartney catalog for the songs that would comprise the album, “Midnight 
McCartney.” (Molaskey co-produced the album.)
“It’s a take on songs within a style we’re comfortable with,” Pizzarelli says. “There’s a lot of thought given to them and they’re fun to play and 
challenging. We’ve always been McCartney fans and I feel that the audience we play for now, grew up with Paul McCartney as well. These songs 
are as familiar as ‘Polka Dots and Moonbeams.’”
      McCartney concluded in his letter, “The attraction for me is lesser-known tunes done in a mellow jazz style and, if it gets some traction, 
maybe the album could be titled Midnight McCartney.  As I said, this may tickle your fancy or you may decide these are the ramblings of a 
deranged composer with too much time on his hands.”
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Buccia
 Vineyard

www.bucciavineyard.com

Winery, Bed & Breakfast

Open10am-6pm Mon-Thurs
later on Friday & Saturday • Closed Sunday

518 Gore Rd. • Conneaut
440-593-5976

Taking
reservations

for
Summer

B&B
Hot Tub
Rooms!

Come and enjoy a
bonfire on Friday
& Saturday.
Smores available!
A very relaxed winery.

Steak Fry • July 18
Call for reservations.

  Sat. Sept. 5

David Dana
8- 10

 
Sat. Sept. 12

Ken Niemi
8-10

 Mon-Thur. Fri 5pm-12am
Saturday 12pm - 12am

Come enjoy the music
and see our

New Outside Patio!

(440) 964-9993

Entertainment Every Saturday!

DEER’S LEAP WINERY

Steak & Seafood
Restaurant

Full Bar • Large Selection
of Domestic, Imported

& Craft Beer

1520 Harpersfield Road
 Geneva • 440-466-1248

www.deersleapwine.com

Aug. 27 Randall Coumos
Aug. 28 Those Guys
Aug. 29 Sam and Gary
Aug. 30 Take II
Sept. 4 Lyra
Sept. 5 Swamp
             Boogie Band
Sept. 6 Loverduck
Sept. 11 Take II
Sept. 12 Incahootz

Sunday BBQ
is Back! $5.99 and up

Summer Specials at the Winery!

MONDAY: Taco Night
TUESDAY: $2.00 off Any Burger
WEDNESDAY: Wing Night
       Buy 1 lb. Wings, Get 1 lb. Free!
THURSDAY: Pasta Bar is Back!
FRIDAY: AUCE Fish Fry
         Cole Slaw & French Fries $7.99
SATURDAY: Prime Rib Night $14.99
SUNDAY: BBQ $5.99 

’S EEEEAAAAAAPPPPP NIN

SSSSttenn

Coummmoooooossssssss
ys Sunda

Live Bands
Thurs-Sunday 

Pineapple Sangria
       
Pineapple is usually associated with Hawaii and warm summer 
beaches, with palm trees and refreshing breezes. Embark on an 
exotic vacation with this delicious sangria!
 
Ingredients
1 750ml bottle Riesling
1 cup pineapple cubes and juice
1 cup apple juice
2 tablespoons lemon juice
1  liter bottle ginger ale
 
      Mix together the white wine, pineapple, apple juice and 
lemon juice until well mixed. Refrigerate overnight.
 Add in the ginger ale the next day just before serving, so the 
bubbles stay fresh.
       Serve from a large pitcher filled with ice. If you can freeze a few of the pineapple cubes, 
they can serve as natural ice cubes.
 

Pear Sangria
        
Pears are a wonderfully rich fruit of summer-
time. Not too long ago having a pear in the 
winter was a sign of luxury! If you can find 
it, there's even a delicious pear liqueur - Poire 
William - from France which would make this 
sangria recipe extra decadent. The bottle has an 
actual pear grown inside it.

 Ingredients
2 750ml bottles Pinot Grigio or any crisp white 
wine will do.
2 pears
2 Tbsp lime juice
1 2 liter bottle Ginger Ale

       Chop the pears into 1" cubes.. Mix together 
the white wine, pears and lime juice until well 
mixed. Refrigerate overnight.
       The next day, add in the ginger ale. You 
want to add this in last so the bubbles do not all 
go flat. Serve from a large pitcher or bowl filled 
with ice. If you have spare pears, you can toss in some frozen pear cubes at this point to serve 
as natural ice cubes.
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www.theoldmillwinery.com

Geneva
440.466.5560 Kitchen HoursWinery Hours

Mon-Thurs: 3-9pm
Fri: Noon-Midnight
Sat: Noon-Midnight
Sun: Noon-9pm

Fri & Sat: 7-11 Sunday Open Mic  4:30-7:30

& RESTAURANT

Hosted by SUSIE HAGAN

DECK
NOW

OPEN!

Mon-Thur: 4-8pm
Fri: Noon-10pm
Sat: Noon-10pm
Sun: Noon-8pm

Gift

gifts!

RESERVATIONS
NOT NEEDED

A GOOD IDEA.

August Beer of the Month:
Corona/Corona Lite $2.50
Pizza of the Month:

Ham & Cheese
Burger of the Month
Bruschetta Burger  $10.99

Cocktail of the Month
Watermelon Splash  $4.00

Now Open 7-days-a-week! 
Open at Noon on Fridays!

NEW WEEKDAY SPECIALS
8 meals under $8

Open Monday,  Labor Day, Noon-8pm! 

Check out our facebook page for our very 
own "Brando's" book signing date!!

 

Hours:  
Wed, & Thurs 12-6pm 

Fri 12-10pm  
Sat & Sun 12-9pm 

 

636 Route 534 South 
Harpersfield, Ohio 44041 

440-361-4573 

www.kosicekvineyards.com 
 

See our ad in the Winery Guide on 
Page 2 for our  

Entertainment Schedule 

Summer hours
Monday - Thursday 12-6, 

Friday 12-10,
Saturday 12-9, Sunday 12-7
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By Cat Lilly

THE BROADSIDE OF THE BARN ~ 
10TH ANNIVERSARY CONCERT
Music Box Supper Club • Sunday, September 6th
        This special night is presented by Mike’s Barn, and 

showcases the talents of 
Cleveland gals Mary 
Bridget Davies, 
Evelyn Wright, 
Becky Boyd, Jackie 

Warren, Ki Allen, 
Caylen Bryant, Tracy 
Marie, Luca Mundaca, 
Emily Keener, Megan 
Constantine and more!  
The show will feature 
Mary Bridgett Davies, a 
hometown girl who has 
achieved Broadway fame 
in the hit musical “A Night 
with Janis Joplin”, and 
they consider it a terrifi c 
honor to host Mary back 
to the “Broadside of the 
Barn” show on her brief visit back to her hometown of 
Cleveland.          
          The original, beloved Mike’s Barn is no more. 
Mikes Yates’ brainchild, which hosted jam sessions and 
concerts for almost 20 years, was evicted from its home 

in Elyria a few years ago. But Yates isn’t throwing in 
the towel on the community he created there. He’s been 
doing shows in other locations — Mike’s Barn on the 

road, you might call 
it. So Mike’s Barn 
regulars, take heart. The 

big annual “Broadside of the Barn” show is happening. For the past two years, the 
Broadside show has taken place at the Harmony Barn in LaGrange in Lorain County. 
This year’s event will be held at the Music Box Supper Club, Cleveland’s premier 
concert venue. 

The Broadside Story
        By complete coincidence, on Memorial 
Day weekend in 2005, a group of guests were 
enjoying a small Sunday jam session at the 
Barn when one by one the “queen bees” of 
the Cleveland blues and jazz scene came for 
an unexpected visit, and a small audience of 
fi fty guests or so were treated to an amazing, 
truly magical evening of music. 
          Then fi fteen year old Ricky and 
eighteen year old brother Rob Muzik 
were the only drummer and guitar player, 
respectively, in the house that night and 
ended up playing wonderfully for nearly four 
hours without much break. Ki Allen, Becky 
Boyd and Mary Bridget Davies were later 

joined by Charlita Anderson-White and even later by gospel singer Kim Bryon, Rob & Rick’s 
mom.
          The following spring and summer, a chat with Dot Martin and Chris Kuwamoto, who had 
been audience members that night, hatched a plan to recreate the magic of that evening. It is 
now nine years later and the show has been a hit ever since.
Mary Bridget Davies
          The tenth annual edition of “Broadside of the Barn” will feature a former Barn regular 
who has gone on to success on Broadway - blues singer Mary Bridget Davies. She took her 
big bluesy voice to New York City where she snagged a Tony nomination for her starring role 
in A Night With Janis Joplin. It’s a role that’s familiar to her; in 2008, she played Janis on the 
national tour of Love, Janis.
          But performing Janis Joplin music is hardly the limit of her range. She’s written and 
released her own music, as well as inhabited the music of a host of blues and blues/rock artists 
she loves. She hasn’t played in the area for a while, so the fans she attracted in over a decade 
on the local scene will want to catch the show. Expect more additions to the bill and maybe 
even some local blues celebrities to drop by and join in.
          The show will be held in the concert hall at the Music Box Supper Club. Showtime is 
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~Continued on Page 10

7:30 pm, but doors open at 5:30 pm so you can come early for dinner and drinks before the show, 
all while taking in the beautiful panoramic view. There’s not a bad seat in the house at the supper 
club.  Tickets are $25, all ages, reserved. 

Cleveland Blues Society Memphis Challenge 
Sunday, Sept 13th

       It has been a busy summer for the Cleveland Blues Society. They started out with two jams 
in June, and a weekend at the Larchmere Porchfest, another sold out blues cruise, a jam in July, a 
jam in August and also just completed a week of music at the Cuyahoga County Fair - all while 
getting ready for the 7th Annual Memphis Challenge Sept 13th. 
           The 7th Annual Memphis Challenge will be held at the RIDGE MANOR BANQUET 
CENTER, 4630 Ridge Rd, Brooklyn, OH 44144. (Phone: 216-749-5509) It is the fi rst time for 
this venue, which has been newly renovated by long time local Cleveland Musician Joe Gallo.  
Joe has long been a supporter of live music and the local blues scene.  The Cleveland Blues 
Society will host this year’s event with competition in Band, Solo/Duo, Self Produced CD, and 
Youth categories.  Tickets are $12 for members and $15 for non- members. Membership is 
$20.00 annually. 
          There will be food and drink available at the event, along with raffl es, and sideboards, 
and a 50/50 raffl e.  The Cleveland Blues Society is also having a Guitar Raffl e to raise funds for 
their educational programs.  Tickets are $10.00 for a chance to win an Epiphone Wildkat Limited 
Edition signed by Joe Bonnamassa.  
          Please save the date and come out to support original blues for our challengers.  This is a 
great way to hear new music and learn about new bands, and spend a little time with our blues 
family. Tickets are available online www.clevelandblues.org. Doors open at 1:00 p.m.  For more 
information contact 2015challenge@clevelandblues.org or blues@clevelandblues.org  

Blue Lunch
Harpersfi eld Winery  •  Sat. 
8/29
        August ends for Blue 
Lunch at the beautiful 
Harpersfi eld Winery, for an 
evening show on Saturday, 
August 29. Start time is at 7pm. 
Sit back and relax with a bottle 
of estate bottled wine, and 
delicious, wood-fi red food, new 
this summer, courtesy of Chef 
John of Bascule Bridge Grille, 
and his lovely assistant Natasha, 
the one resplendent in her Blue Lunch t-shirt.

Muddy Waters 100
Tribute CD

“The performances are spirited 
without a dud in all 15” - Hal 
Horowitz - American Songwriter 

        
       This offi cial and authorized 

centennial tribute to Muddy Waters 
is a once-in-a-lifetime CD event that 
celebrates, commemorates and 
contributes the musical legacy of 
this American icon. The CD is a 
contemporary tribute to Muddy’s 
music and legacy on the occasion of 
his 100th birthday.

6827 Lake Road West • Geneva • 440-466-9127
2-1/2 miles west of Rt. 534 and Geneva State Park

Corner of County Line Rd. and Lake Road West.

Beach Bar & Grill!
 Best place to watch

the sunset on the Lake.
Book us for your Special Event!

Friday 4:00 - 12:00
Saturday 2:00 - 12:00
Sunday 2:00 - Dark

Friday, Aug 28......... Outta Plumb (folk, blues, rock) .........8:00
Sat, Aug  29 ............ Second Annual Driftwood Point Golf Outing
                                    at GOTL Golf Course ............ 9:30 am
Sat, Aug 29 ............ Silver String Band (bluegrass) ............8:00
Sun, Aug  30 ......... Randall and Mike  (acoustic) ...............5:00
Fri, Sept 4 ............... Tom Reed Smith (acoustic) ..................7:30
Sat, Sept 5 ............... Elm Street Blues ....................................8:00
Sun, Sept 6 ............ Spoon Too Soon with Jerry Grusell ...5:00
Fri, Sept 11............... Lyle Heath (one man acoustic band) 8:00
Sat, Sept 12 ............ Alan Greene Band (blues).....................8:00
Sun, Sept 13 ............ Dan Holt (blues) .................................  5:00
Fri, Sept 18 ............ Brickhouse Blues ....................................8:00
Sat, Sept 19 ............ CLOSED for Perry HS 50th Reunion

LAKE
ERIE

PERCH!
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~Continued from Page 9

GRAND RIVER
MANOROPEN

DAILY
INCLUDING
HOLIDAYS!

1153 Mechanicsville Rd.

www.grandrivermanor.com
ATM

NETWORK Mastercard
®

®VISA

Watch NASCAR & INDIANS
on Our Big Screens!

Tuesday Wing Night
40¢JUMBO Wings & 45¢ BONELESS Wings
Open Mic with Jimmy & Friends 6:30

A
LL

 R
O

AD

S & TRAILS LEAD TO THE  

FOOD & DRINK
SPECIALS!

Queen of Hearts Drawing - Fridays at 8pm.  100% Winnings if Present!

PARTY ROOM AVAILABLE FOR ALL OCCASIONS!

Thursdays BBQ Bike Night

“Party on the River” hosted by

Maxx Damage Band!

          The album features fi fteen amazing tracks - all new recordings. Each song has been 
selected to represent a different period of Muddy Waters long career. The CD features Gary 
Clark Jr., Shemekia Copeland, James Cotton, Bob Margolin, Keb Mo, John Primer, Derek 
Trucks, Johnny Winter, Billy Branch, The Living History Band, Matthew Skoller, Billy Flynn, 
Johnny Iguana, Felton Crews, and Kenny “Beedy Eyes” Smith. It was produced by Grammy-
nominated Larry Skoller, and recorded, mixed and mastered by Grammy Award winner Blaise 
Barton.
       This album is defi ned by the seminal and incalculable infl uence that Muddy’s music has had 
on all popular forms of American music, an infl uence that would revolutionize music around the 
world.
       Country blues were Muddy’s roots and remained at his core, but through the force of 
his artistry he transformed them. With electricity, volume, the weaving of bass and guitar 
lines with piano, harmonica and drums, he created the ensemble sound and subsequently the 
template for future Rock and Pop groups. His music’s raw power and energy, plus his attitude 
and magnetism—Muddy was the prototype for the iconic Rock‘n Roll star—are still the major 
ingredients that inspire the popular music we listen to today. 
       From the 1940s through the 1950s, Muddy’s blues were evolving. This evolution and 
innovation are the guiding principles and driving force of MUDDY WATERS 100. This tribute 
refl ects a deep respect for tradition—with the participation of alumni of Muddy Waters’ 
groups—and also puts an emphasis on the future of the blues through the participation of pre-
eminent contemporary artists who have embraced this music and given it its future.

“There have already been a couple of strong tributes to Muddy, but rest assured that this is the 
offi cially authorized one  “the one that passionate blues fans need to get.” - Elmore Magazine

Call me at (440) 417-2475 or find me on Facebook 

Jim Ales
Acoustic Fun!

Sun. Aug. 30,   2:30 – 5:30pm
      Winery at Spring Hill  
             ~  A Country Winery with a 
                   Friendly Relaxing Atmosphere.

 
Thurs. Sept .10,   8 -11 pm
     Log Cabin Inn  - GOTL 
       ~  Being an Outlaw was Never More Fun.  

 
Sat. Sept. 12,   2 – 5pm
     Hundley Cellars 
         ~  A Little Slice of Heaven
                    Among The Vineyards
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By Pete Roche

LYLE
HEATH

"The Versatile and
   Multi- Instrumentalist Musician"

To book contact: 440-381-3736
or name search on

                Every Wednesday!!
               Harassments Bar & Grill

                 Bike night & open mic • 6pm-9pm

Thurs Aug 27th • 6pm-8pm
Old mill Winery *Acoustic Thursdays   

Saturday Aug 29th •  PRIVATE PARTY

Sunday Aug 30th • Noon-6pm • M Cellars

Thursday Sept 3rd • 7-10pm
Grand River Manor

Last BBQ Bike Night and Open Mic of Season   

Friday Sept 4th • 8-11pm
High Tide Tavern     

Saturday Sept 5th • Late evening time TBA
Jeffco Lakes Campgrounds *Labor Day Weekend

Sunday Sept 6th • 4:30-7:30pm
Old Mill Winery *Open Mic   

Monday Sept 7th •  2pm-6pm
Old firehouse Winery *LABOR DAY SHOW

Mitch 216-513-0529
Jennifer 440-463-3951

For future shows and
booking opportunities visit

www.facebook.com/
evergreen.acoustic.music

Wednesday,
August 26
Bass Lake

Taverne
6pm

Thursday,
Sept. 10
Old Mill
Winery
6-8pm

Bonamassa gives Scorching performance at Blossom 
        You might say Joe Bonamassa came 
to educate as much as entertain when he 
blew into Blossom Music Center.
The guitar whiz was back in the Buckeye 
State August 13th for his Three Kings 
tribute tour, whose itinerary dispenses 
with barn-burning Bonamassa originals 
in favor of equally exhilarating classics 
by legends Freddie King, Albert King, 
and B.B. King.
      Though the titular Kings weren’t 
blood-related in life, they were bonded 
by their passion for the blues.
      After taking in Bonamassa’s 

scorching Cuyahoga Falls performance, one might consider him a not-so-distant King relative, 
too:  A guitar guru grandson or string-noodling nephew whose blues panache plants him in the 
same family tree with those men and their forbears (Robert Johnson, Howlin’ Wolf, Sonny Boy 
Williamson, etc.), an heir apparent to the throne of six-string thrills.  
      Diehard fans will recall that Bonamassa opened for B.B. when he was just a teen (he picked 
up guitar at age 4).  
     Now, at 38, Joe’s coming full circle—not that he ever wandered far from his musical roots—
by saluting his mentors onstage. 
     “To put it in perspective, there are more people onstage tonight than there was in the audience 
when I played the Beachland all those years ago!” said the guitarist on Friday, recalling one of 
his early Cleveland gigs.  
     Backed by a 10-piece ensemble, J.B. blazed through twenty-odd tracks in two hours, devoting 
equal time to works popularized by Freddie, Albert, and B.B. (in that order).  And while Joe was 
defi nitely the spotlight artist, everyone on stage got his (or her) chance to shine—from the horn 
players and backup singers to bassist Michael Rhodes and keyboard guru Reese Wynans (of 
Stevie Ray Vaughan’s Double Trouble).  
      The sultry singers (clad in black sequin dresses) included Mahalia Barnes, Jade MacCrae, 
and Juanita Tippins.  Together, the ladies contributed to The Sapphires soundtrack in 2012, 
but each has her own career going.  Barnes, who sang a few lines alone, recently teamed with 
Bonamassa on Ooh Yeah: The Betty Davis Songbook.  
      Poised behind the ladies at their music stands, the horn men added a bit of Motown magic 
with their burly brass.  Ron Dziubla (Ricky Martin, Los Straitjackets) and Paulie Cerra (Stevie 
Wonder, Billy Preston) wailed on tenor and alto saxophones.  Between them, “Burgermeister of 
Soul” Lee Thornburg (Ringo Starr, Rod Stewart) tooted on trumpet, incorporating a bit of jazz 
feel with a muted solo.
      Guitarist Kirk Fletcher augmented Joe’s chords on a Les Paul guitar, but he too stepped 
forward two or three times for impressive excursions of his own.  Wynans brought honky-tonk 
piano fl air and Hammond B-3 funk to the proceedings.  
      Dipping into the Freddie oeuvre fi rst, Joe hit hard with “See See Baby,” “Some Other Day 
Some Other Time,” and “Lonesome Whistle Blues.”  Wearing a dark suit and white shirt (and 
with his hair slicked into place) the sunglassed Bonamassa tore it up on a Gibson ES-335 (before 
switching to a goldtop Les Paul), his attack sharp, clean—and loud.
      The ladies simulated a train whistle with their woo-oohs, and Barnes belted with Joe for 
“Sittin’ on the Boat Dock.”  The sensual “You’ve Got to Love Her With Feeling” spotlighted 
Wynan’s churchlike organ skills.  
      Born in Dallas in 1934 (but raised in Chicago), Freddie “The Texas Cannonball” King took 
inspiration from Elmore James, Hound Dog Taylor, and Muddy Waters.  Most agree he did his 
best work in the ‘50s and ‘60s for Federal, Chess, and Shelter Records.  He died of pancreatic 
illness in December 1976.  
Freddie was inducted into the Rock and Roll Hall of Fame in 2012.
      Bonamassa saved what is arguably Freddie’s best-known track for last: Written in 1969 by 
Don Nix (for Memphis rockers Moloch), “Going Down” became an in-concert touchstone for 
guitar heroes (Joe Satriani, Steve Vai, etc.) after Freddie’s interpretation.     
      “Hello, Ohio!” beamed Bonamassa, momentarily slipping off his trademark shades.
The Albert King segment started with the Jerry Beach-penned “I’ll Play the Blues for You” 
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(from Albert’s 1972 album), veered into sizzling rumba “I Get Evil,” and then plunged into the 
rambunctious “Breaking Up Somebody’s Home.”  Relying on a butterscotch Flying-V guitar 
(possibly his 1983 Adam Ant model) for the whole of the Albert segment, Joe burned on “Angel 
of Mercy,” using volume swells on the song’s jazzy intro before depressing his distortion pedal 
for the earsplitting solo. 
      Southpaw shredder Albert was born in 1923 in Mississippi but honed his chops in Arkansas.  
Like Freddie, he was active mostly in the ‘50s and ‘60s, dropping several releases on the Stax 
(Born Under a Bad Sign, Lovejoy) and Utopia (Truckload of Lovin’) labels.  He died in 1992. 
Albert King was a 2013 Rock Hall inductee.
     “Cadillac Assembly Line” benefi ted from Thornburg’s big band solo.  Bonamassa’s trip to 
the Albert altar wrapped with the mournful “Oh, Pretty Woman” (the A.C. Williams tune, not the 
Roy Orbison hit), which boasted a mini-drum solo by Anton Fig.  
     Fig—a session ace who for thirty years anchored David Letterman’s in-house TV band—
just reissued his solo album, Figments.  Years in the making, the 13-song CD was cut at the 
drummer’s Manhattan apartment with a slew of all-star guests (Richie Havens, Brian Wilson, 
Ace Frehley, Ivan Neville, etc.), and is available now on Amazon and iTunes.
Fig’s been recording with Bonamassa since 2007, but Three Kings is his fi rst major excursion 
with Joe (or anyone) since Letterman retired.  
     If Fig was nervous, it didn’t show.  His timing was Swiss-watch accurate, his beats brutal, 
and his percussive fl ourishes as fascinating to watch as they were to hear.  Parked behind his 
kit at center stage, the South African-born stickman was the rhythm engine underpinning the 
guitars, horns, and keys—and delineating meters for Rhodes’ robust bass lines.  
     Appropriately, the B.B. King set kicked off with the Louis Jordan jump-blues of “Let 
The Good Times Roll” and funky Stix Hooper entry “Never Make Your Move Too Soon.”  
Bonamassa manhandled a big-bodied black guitar before switching to a sunburst version of the 
same.  Rhodes—who utilized a tobacco-colored four-string during the Albert set—reverted to 
his white Fender Precision bass.
     Born Riley King in Berclair, Mississippi, B.B. King rose out of southern cotton farms 
and eradicated the color barrier of the ‘50s and ‘60s with his melodic playing on his beloved 
“Lucille” Gibson guitars.  
     B.B. was an early Rock Hall inductee (1987) who stayed on the tour circuit up until his 
passing last May.  
      The ladies infused B.B.’s “Ole Time Religion” with gospel gusto and complimented 
Wynans’ poignant piano on “Nobody Loves Me But My Mother” (from 1970’s Indianola 
Mississippi Seeds, an album B.B. recorded with Joe Walsh, Russ Kunkel, and Carole King).  
“Boogie Woogie Woman” shimmied, but Leon Russell’s “Hummingbird” was slow and celestial.
Joe’s vocals have come a long way over the years, and the young-gun guitarist did a fi ne job 
delineating between his singing and string-picking.  He really appeared to focus on his verses, 
standing relatively still at his microphone, guitar idle and left hand hanging slack.  But when 
it was time to power out the pentatonics, he’d crank up and step away from the mic to roam, 
sweating beading on his brow as his notes rippled and sang through the humid night air.
The encore comprised of one selection apiece by Freddie, Albert, and B.B. The energetic “Hide 
Away” harkened to Freddie’s 1960 hit, while Booker T.’s “Born Under a Bad Sign” drew from 
Albert’s 1967 album of the same name.  
      “The Thrill is Gone” was a powerful (if predictable) fi nale.  Hailing from B.B.’s 1969 platter 
Completely Well (produced by Bill Szymczyk of Joe Walsh and Michael Stanley fame), the Roy 
Hawkins staple afforded everyone a fi nal chance to get their yah-yahs out.  
It was a memorable show, and we wish more folks had been on hand to witness it.  Blossom’s 
pavilion was nearly full, but the sprawling lawn sat empty in the moonlight.  To his credit, 
Bonamassa and company weren’t bothered by the empty seats:  Instead, the gang gave its all, 
playing to those who’d shown up for them, and seemed to genuinely enjoy doing so.  
“I’m the luckiest guy, because I’ve got the greatest band in the world,” effused Joe.
Bonamassa’s most recent studio effort was 2014’s Different Shades of Blue.  Also released last 
year was Live in Amsterdam, a concert set with frequent collaborator Beth Hart. 
The New Hartford / Utica native also moonlights in the superstar bands Black Country 
Communion and Rock Candy Funk.  Over the last fi fteen years, Bonamassa has recorded or 
shared stages with Stephen Stills, Steve Winwood, Buddy Guy, Eric Clapton, and Foreigner. 
Having grown up in his father’s music shop, Joe has a better appreciation than most for vintage 
instruments:  He’s an avid guitar collector, and his nonprofi t Keeping the Blues Alive Foundation 
preserves the music of yesteryear by literally passing it on to today’s kids (they donate guitars 
and funding for schools).   
With Bonamassa making the rounds—and fi ltering his knowledge onto others—the thrill of 
blues will never be gone.  
And we suspect B.B., Albert, and Freddie are proud of that.
www.jbonamassa.com       www.keepingthebluesalive.org 
 

Come for the Food ... Stay for the Entertainment

6884 North Ridge Road (Rt. 20) • 440.428.9926

Reservations are highly recommended!
Last 10 shows have sold-out! Tickets are $5

FREE
PARTY
ROOM!

Comedian

Keith Bergman

Saturday, Sept. 12 • 8pm
COMEDY NIGHT!

BOOK
YOUR
PARTY
NOW!

Performances from the upper peninsula of Michi-
gan all the way down to the deep South. He has 
just released his debut CD, “Disheveled,” 55 
minutes of material recorded at The Blarney in 
downtown Toledo, Ohio.

• 440.428.99266

5
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5504 Lake Road On the Strip Geneva-on-the-Lake, Ohio (440) 466-7990 

OPEN DAILY 7am-2:30am
Open at 7am for Breakfast and cooking until 11:30pm, fryer

available till 1am. Most items available for take-out, too!

www.HighTideTavern.com
Facebook & BettysBar@HighTideTavern.com

DJ/VJ/KARAOKE EVERY FRI. & SAT. 8 PM-2 AM

Photo-of-the-Month Contest
Submit photos from High Tide or High Tide Events.

Monthly winner gets a gift certificate for A DOZEN WINGS!
Drop off a memory stick, cd, most camera memory cards or email to BettysBar@HighTideTavern.com!

ALL PHOTOS
GO ON OUR

WEBSITE!

Happy Hour Mon-Thurs. 1pm-7pm
$1.50 Domestic Bottles & Well Shots (Holidays Excluded)

Our JULY photo winner is JANICE
SEND US AN EMAIL TO RECEIVE OUR MAILINGS!

FEATURING
DAILY 

SPECIALS

Labor Day Weekend Thunder Weekend
Fri. 9/4/: Lyle Heath 8pm-11pm

Sat. 9/5/: Larry, Darryl, Darryl & Sheryl
                                                 8pm-12am

Sun. 9/6/: The 3 Dimenzional 8pm-11pm
DJ/VJ/Karaoke immediately afterwards till 2am

Thurs. 9/10: The 3 Dimenzional 8-11pm

Fri. 9/11: Larry, Darryl, Darryl & Sheryl
      8pm-12am

Sat. 9/12: Covert Operation 8pm-12am

Sun. 9/13: The 3 Dimenzional 2pm-5pm

DJ/VJ/Karaoke immediately afterwards till 2am

2015 Lakefront
Summer Concert Series

Geneva Township Park
Geneva-on-the-Lake

Sponsored by the Geneva-on-the-Lake Visitors Bureau
www.VisitGenevaontheLake.com • 440-466-8600

FREE

Concerts

Every Tuesday

at 7pm

(Donations accepted by

passing of donation can)

Aug. 25
Blues Project

Sept. 1
Lost Sheep Band

Earn a 

at 3
GOTL Strip
Crawls!

1. The Lake Erie
  Monster Crawl
  Memorial Day
  thru Labor Day
2. Thunder on
    the Strip
    Thunder Week
3. Halloween 2015
   Monster Crawl
   September &
   October

Celtic Feis 2015- ONE DAY only and Free Admission!
        Dancers!  Bagpipes!  Celtic Music Galore!  And it’s still FREE 
ADMISSION. Saturday, August 29, 2015 From Noon to 8PM, 
Celtic Feis 2015 will take place on the FESTIVAL GROUNDS, “The 
Landing”. You have the best of both worlds:  The Celtic Feis at “The 
Landing” and all the fun next door at Old Firehouse Winery.
      Enjoy free Celtic Entertainment and a huge craft and vendor market, 
Celtic Food, and the “Sunset Bar” will open for your pleasure. A folding 
chair is recommended as there is not a lot of seating near the stage.   
For a list of bands and more venue info see the inside back cover.

Attention Pink Floyd Fans! Two chances to experience the Ultimate in 
Floyd tribute bands:
THE MACHINE, America’s top Pink Floyd show, will perform at WONE’s Rock The Lock 
at Lock 3 Amphitheater in Akron on Friday, September 4th with The Moxies.  Showtime is 
7:00 P.M.  This is a FREE show!
Lock 3
Lock 3 is located next to the Akron Civic Theatre on Main street downtown and is Akron’s 
home for summer and winter family-fun entertainment. 
For more information: lock3live.com
        The Machine has forged a 25 year reputation of excellence, extending the legacy of Pink 
Floyd, while creating another legacy all their own. Over the years, The Machine has touched 
the hearts and souls of many, selling out theaters, large clubs and casinos across North and 
Central America, Europe and Asia. They have also appeared at renowned music festivals such as 
Bonnaroo, Riverbend, Gathering of the Vibes, Buffalo’s Artpark, and Germany’s Rock of Ages. 
       The New York based band focuses on making every show an authentic Floydian experience 
for their fans. Known for performing a diverse mix of The Floyd’s extensive 16-album 
repertoire (complete with faithful renditions of popular hits as well as obscure gems), The 
Machine’s stellar musicianship, dramatic lighting and video, and their passionate delivery sets 
them above and beyond the rest. 
       In the classic tradition, The Machine explores collective improvisation paralleling and even 
rivaling that of an early 1970’s Pink Floyd mentality. Their use of expanded theatrical elements 
and elaborate stage displays continues in the spirit of the later Floyd lineups of the 1980’s.
The band is also known for recreating entire albums as a part of their show, accepting requests 
from fans, and for taking an A to Z approach in which one song is played for every letter of the 
alphabet. Additionally, the quartet has been sharing the stage with full symphony orchestras, 
including the Atlanta, Detroit, Pittsburgh and San Diego Symphonies. 
       In 2004, Two Nights at the Keswick was released as a DVD/CD, archiving the band’s 
bi-annual residency at this historic Philadelphia venue. Their next release, Unplugged (2006) 
captures a special acoustic performance at B.B. King’s in NYC featuring rare Syd Barrett solo 
material and deep cuts from early Floyd albums. Live In Amsterdam, a stunning concert DVD 
fi lmed at the Pepsi Stage, was released in August of 2008.
 “The Machine duplicates the sound and hits of Pink Floyd with chilling accuracy.” 
- Matt Diehl, Rolling Stone Magazine 
“The Machine sounds exactly like Pink Floyd”  - Matthew Weber, Spin Magazine 
“You know you’ve got it going on when you sell out B.B. King’s in New York City 
and Roger Waters’ sax player jams with you!”  -Guitar One Magazine 

Wish You Were Here at House of Blues
Saturday, October 10  
General Admission Tickets: $16.50 On Sale Now 
        Wish You Were Here is Midwest America’s premiere Pink Floyd tribute band and has 
gained international recognition for its detailed recreations of Floyd’s greatest albums and tours, 
including ‘Dark Side Of The Moon’, ‘Wish You Were Here’, ‘Animals’, and ‘The Wall’. Wish 
You Were Here’s theatrical concert presentation combines Sight and Sound to capture the mood, 
emotions, and intensity of the Pink Floyd experience. 
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Rated #1 with
Northcoast Women!

Take advantage of great Spring/Summer SAVINGS
with our DISCOUNT DEALS! Online @ mix971fm.com

follow us...
facebook.com/mix971 & mix971tweets

Start your day with
Mark Allen & Friends

weekday mornings
5:30 til 10am

Ma
rk 

All
en 

& F
rie

ndsFollow MIX 97.1 throughout our

LISTEN TO WIN PASSES 
For Outstanding Family & Entertainment Events!

Since 1927

Geneva-on-the-Lake Golf Course

Next to
Geneva-on-the-Lake Strip.

4902 Almraz Dr.
(440) 466-8797

The 6th annual

Mayor’s Open
Sun., Sept. 20

Outdoor
Flea Market 

& Craft Show 
RAIN OR SHINE

Every Saturday
9am to 5pm. 
May 23 thru

Sept. 5
Geneva-on-the-Lake

Recreational Park
5536 Lake Rd.

Geneva-on-the-Lake 

Sponsored by the 
G.O.T.L. Visitors Bureau

Call for vendor space
440.466.8600

www.visitgenevaonthelake.com 

The show utilizes a professional 9-piece musical ensemble featuring 7 vocalists (including at 
least 2 female vocalists), authentic sound effects, theatrical vignettes with props, characters & 
fl ying infl atables, and a choreographed light show with rolling fog, state-of-the-art intelligent 
lighting - all produced by experienced industry professionals with a fan’s obsession for detail. 
WISH YOU WERE HERE authentically recreates the music from Pink Floyd’s entire career, 
performing the crowd favorites that all rock fans recognize, interspersed with the show-stoppers 
that appease even the most ardent Floyd fanatics. 
For More Information Visit: www.fl oydtribute.com
 Ticket Information 
Tickets are available for purchase at the following locations: www.houseofblues.com, House 
of Blues Box Offi ce, www.ticketmaster.com, all Ticketmaster outlets and Charge by Phone: 
800.745.3000. 
The House of Blues Box Offi ce (308 Euclid Ave.) For more information, call 216.523.BLUE 
(2583).

BEAU COUP 30th Anniversary Concert- The Encore 
Thanksgiving Eve Rock N’ Roll Party! November 25TH 
On Sale Friday August 28th 10am 
         In February 2015, Cleveland’s own Beau Coup celebrated their 30th Anniversary with a 
sold out concert at Hard Rock Rocksino Northfi eld Park. The band had so much fun, they’re 
returning for an encore performance on Thanksgiving Eve, November 25th! 
       In the early 80’s, from the mean streets of the Cleveland suburbs of Ohio, arose two brothers 
and a group of friends (Frank Amato, Tom Amato, Dennis Lewin and Bill March) to form the 
now legendary rock group Beau Coup. 
       With power ballads and timeless rock anthems like “Still In My Heart,” “Somewhere Out In 
The Night,” “Born & Raised (On Rock - N - Roll)” “Sweet Rachel,” and “Jane” (their tribute to 
the late great rock journalist Jane Scott,) they hit the local, national and international air waves 
with much acclaim. After performing to sell-out crowds for almost a decade, life took them on 
their own separate paths in the early 90’s to raise children and pursue other careers, (as life often 
does.) Never really breaking up, they just went on with life, reuniting here and there in the late 
90’s and early 2000’s for various charities and concert events. 
       “What a great opportunity to honor and thank those that have come and gone and all the 
fans and friends that have stuck by us and helped make all these wonderful times, dreams and 
memories a reality.” 
Reserved Tickets: $45, $30, $25 
Tickets are on sale Friday August 28th at 10 a.m. Purchase at the Venue Box Offi ce, 
Ticketmaster.com, LiveNation.com, all Ticketmaster locations or by phone (800)745-3000.

Cleveland Philharmonic Orchestra Recital and Wine Tasting Benefi t
Saturday, August 29, 2015, 5:30 p.m. – 9:30 p.m. at Willoughby Fine Arts
38660 Mentor Ave, Willoughby, OH 44094
Tickets: $25 per person
         The Cleveland Philharmonic Orchestra will be hosting a recital and wine tasting to benefi t 
the orchestra’s upcoming 2015-2016 season on Saturday, August 29, 2015 at Willoughby Fine 
Arts.  Doors open at 5:30 with the tasting to begin at 6 p.m.  Tickets are $25.00 per person and 
include food and 3 tastings of wine
       The recital will feature a performance by internationally renowned pianist Shuai Wang 
followed by the Forest Park String Quartet, comprised of Cleveland Philharmonic members.
 Guests will be able to sample various wines and enjoy light appetizers. Traderman Distributors 
are providing a selection of wines to sample and will have them available for purchase.  
Appetizers will be provided by Fresh Fork Market, a local CSA and distributor of locally grown 
and sourced food.  A silent auction will be held throughout the evening.
Tickets are available through the orchestra’s website www.clevephil.org, by visiting 
the orchestra’s Facebook page, www.facebook.com/pages/Cleveland-Philharmonic-
Orchestra/57975396167, or by calling 216-556-1800.
  
About Shuai Wang
Dr. Shuai Wang performs actively as a recitalist, soloist, and orchestral keyboardist. She 
recently performed concerts in the US on the east coast, including the Kennedy Center for 
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Sunday, September 20th
Harpersfield Winery

3:00 - 5:30

Special thanks to 
Jim Bonfanti (drums)

and Larry Kadlub 
(bass guitar)

www.Abbeyrodeo.com

Check out the Abbey Rodeo video at:
www.youtube.com/watch?v=siwWk_2hELk

12-YEAR ANNIVERSARY!

Kidz Zone  
4-10pm

Live Music

6:30-10pm

13TH

September
18th, 19th & 20th

10:00am Registration
Kidz Zone
Noon-10pm
Live Music

1-5pm

6-10:00pm

Kidz Zone
Noon-8pm

Live Music

1-4pm

“4-8pm
Live Music

5-8-pm

ASHTABULACOUNTY’SBIGGEST & BESTRIB BURN
OFF!

By Pete Roche

Aerosmith’s Blue Army Tour blew into Hall of 
Fame Festival
       The 2015 Pro Football Hall of Fame Enshrinement Festival hosted its fi rst-ever 
“Concert for Legends” August 7th when multi-platinum artists Aerosmith dazzled 
a packed Tom Benson Stadium on the fi nal stop of its Blue Army Tour: Driven By 
Ford, Presented by Bud. 
        Football and trucks!  Beer and rock ‘n’ roll on a Friday night!  Could there be 
a more American combo?
       The Festival fell on the NFL’s 96th anniversary, in advance of a gridiron season that culminates with Super Bowl 50 in February.  The 
concert saluted the HOF’s 2015 class, whose “Gold Jacket” recipients include halfback Jerome Bettis (Panthers, Steelers); receiver Tim Brown 
(Bucs, Raiders); linebacker Charles Haley (49ers, Cowboys); analyst / manager Bill Polain (Panthers, Bills); linebacker Junior Seau (Chargers, 
Dolphins, Patriots); offensive guard Will Shields (Chiefs); center Mick Tingelhoff (Vikings); and manager Ron Wolf (Raiders, Packers).  
        “The Hall is thrilled to have the legends of the music world honor the legends of the game,” said HOF President David Baker in a press 
release.
“When we started out, jocks didn’t hang out with long-haired musicians any longer that it took to beat them up,” recalls Aerosmith bassist Tom 
Hamilton.
“Finally we have a meeting of the minds based on mutual respect!”
       The show—held at a refurbished sports arena adjacent to the NFL museum (formerly Fawcett Stadium, capacity 22, 300)—lasted over three 
hours and featured a slew of familiar Aerosmith radio hits alongside deep tracks from the ‘70s.  
The concert boasted support from hard-rocking NYC quartet Living Colour.  
       The enshrinement ceremony itself took place on Saturday, with the 2015 Hall of Fame Game (Pittsburgh Steelers vs. Minnesota Vikings) 
following on Sunday, August 9th.
       We haven’t been on a ride this loud since we fast-passed our way onto Disney’s Aerosmith-themed Rockin’ Rollercoaster in Florida three 
years ago.
       Formed in Boston in 1970, Aerosmith went from blues-rocking rebels to arena superstars with four Grammys and eight American Music 
Awards under their belts.  They notched a string of radio hits before drugs and infi ghting soured the songwriting magic between “Toxic Twins” 
Steven Tyler and Joe Perry (who went solo).  
      Regrouping in the mid-‘80s, the boys came back strong with a remake of Toys in The Attic anthem “Walk This Way” (with rappers Run-
DMC).
      The success of 1987’s Permanent Vacation and 1989’s Pump was matched only by Aerosmith’s 1993 effort, Get a Grip (which spawned 
several singles), and select singles in the Nineties and Naughties.  Their last studio effort, Songs 
from Another Dimension, arrived in 2012.  
They’ve sold over 150 million records to date.  
      The feisty fi ve-piece has counted the same members in its starting lineup for 44 years 
(notwithstanding a rough patch in the early eighties).  They’re all in their 60s now, but singer 
Tyler, guitarists Perry and Brad Whitford, drummer Joey Kramer, and bassist Hamilton rocked 
the outdoor arena like a pack of hungry twenty-somethings looking for their fi rst big break.
“Hiya doin’, hiya doin’, hiya doin’?!” Tyler greeted various sections in the boisterous bowl.
Energetic opener “Draw the Line” set the pace (and volume) for the evening.  Frisky “Pink,” and 
mournful power ballad “Cryin’” gave fans their fi rst serving of the group’s mainstream oeuvre 
(with Tyler on honky-tonk harmonica), while Rocks offering “Last Child” reset the game clock 
to 1976,  its home, sweet hooome refrain echoing across the interstate as spotlights traced the 
Canton sky.
      Tyler looked to the audience to contribute the whoa-ohs and yeahs on “Love in An Elevator.”  
A massive backdrop displayed clips from the music video for the 1989 track.  Later, the screen 
showed vintage outtakes of the band performing live in the old days.  Pillars and fl ames appeared 
during the romp through Peter Green / Fleetwood Mac throwback “Stop Messin’ Around”—
which featured Perry on vocals (and Tyler on harp again).  
      Tyler was done up like he’d invaded Johnny Depp’s pirate wardrobe:  The singer’s colorful 
hair braids, eyeliner, arm tattoos, and black vest were vintage Captain Jack, but a glittery purple 
trench coat kept the costume from venturing too far offshore.  Naturally, Tyler’s mic stand was 
decorated with the usual swatch of scarves, which he twisted and twirled whilst romping the 
expanse of the stage.
Tyler referenced the F-word more times than a preacher drops amens on Sunday, but we’re 
guessing President Baker gave the overexcited singer a dispensation.  A cat walk allowed the 
charismatic front man to venture a few yards further into the audience, and a pair of satellite 
video screens treated faraway fans to simulcast close-ups of the Aerosmith action.
Perry sizzled on an assortment of guitars, but favored a Gibson Lucille with an airbrushed 
painting of his bombshell wife, Billie.  The guitar hero also played a stars-and-stripes motif 
Les Paul, a Dan Armstrong “plexi” instrument with a translucent body, and a signature Joe 
Perry “Boneyard” model.  Another axe had the skull-and-crossbones logo of Sea Shepherd—an 
Australian eco-group whose conservationist fl eet fi ghts the whaling industry.
Opposite the still-buff Perry, Whitford—in a New England Patriots ball cap—cranked rhythm 
chords from his own initialized Gibsons (and Fender Telecasters).  Bassist Tom Hamilton 
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jewelsdancehall

"The Most Fun You Can Have with Your Boots On"

Easy Street Band, Northeast OH

Wednesday

and

Must Be 21 and Over

440-275-5332

 @  @ 7pm: King of Clubs Drawing

Live Music 
Fri. & Sat. 
9:30-1:30

Visit us at www.visitconneautohio.com
440-593-2402

Please join us for an extended vacation or just spend a
weekend in the northeastern most portion of the state! 

Thursdays: Lighthouse Cruisers Cruise-Ins
                     Conneaut Township Park
Fridays: Racing at Raceway Seven - last night Sept. 4
Saturdays: Yoga on the Beach at Township Park - 9 am
          Farmer's Market - Park Ave. - Moose Parking Lot

Sept. 4-7 Tour Route 7 Garage Sale 
            from Conneaut to Kinsman
Sept. 11-13 Rib Burn-Off and Chili Cook-Off 
                    Lakeview Park, Conneaut

Coming to Kent Stage:  Sam Bush 
Fri, October 16, 2015 Doors: 7:00 pm / Show: 8:00 pm
      Grammy Award winning multi-instrumentalist Sam Bush doesn’t seem old enough to be 
a musical legend. And he’s not. But he is.  Alternately known as the King of Telluride and 
the King of Newgrass, Bush has been honored by the Americana Music Association and the 
International Bluegrass Music Association. “It’s overwhelming and humbling,” Bush says of his 
lifetime achievement award from the AMA. “It goes along with the title cut of my new album, 
Circles Around Me, which basically says, how in the hell did we get this far? And though Bush 
is best known for jaw-dropping skills on the mandolin, he is also a three time national junior 
fi ddle champion and Grammy award winning vocalist. “In the acoustic world, I’ve been pretty 
lucky to play with almost every one of my heroes. I’ve gotten to play with Bill Monroe, Doc 
Watson, Earl Scruggs, I’ve been to the mountain,” says Bush with a smile.
Ticket info Reserved:  $30
175 East Main, Kent, OH, 44240 (330) 677-5005
www.thekentstage.com 

Decades later, Anderson gets his guitar back
~ Photo credit The Tennessean 

        What goes around comes around - at least 
if you’re Bill Anderson’s decades-long missing 
guitar.
        Anderson, Vicky McGehee and Jamey 
Johnson co-wrote “The Guitar Song,” eight years 
ago, about a fi ctional guitar that hung unwanted 
and tattered in an old pawn shop. The guitar held 
so many stories of its past and became the title 
track of Johnson’s fourth album.
        Last Saturday at the Grand Ole Opry, the 
Grammer guitar given to Anderson personally by 
Billy Grammer 50 years ago was returned.
       Four weeks ago, Anderson’s secretary 
received an email from Mike Grauer, the owner of Bell Road Pawn in Phoenix. He said that one 
of the shop’s customers had pawned an old guitar which had the words, “This guitar belongs to 
Bill Anderson,” in the sound hole.
       Familiar with the 50-year Grand Ole Opry member and his long list of self-penned top 
country hits like “Whiskey Lullaby” (Brad Paisley, Alison Krauss) “A Lot Of Things Different” 
(Kenny Chesney), “Give It Away” (George Strait), Grauer searched the Internet and was 
shocked when he found an old video on YouTube of Anderson playing an identical Grammer 
guitar on The Johnny Cash Show. Grauer sent pictures of the relic, and upon investigation, 
Anderson and his team were able to confi rm its authenticity.
        “I thought, okay, here it comes, he’s going to want $25,000 for me to get it back,” 
Anderson joked. When Anderson asked Grauer what he would take for the special timepiece, he 
replied that he and his wife had always wanted to witness the Grand Ole Opry, but they’d never 
had the chance.
        “Before he changed his mind,” Anderson recalled, he booked two tickets to Nashville 
and arranged for them to experience The Grand Ole Opry backstage. As Grauer and his wife, 
Wendie, celebrated their fi fth wedding anniversary, Anderson introduced them on-stage to a 
captive audience, telling the story of his long-lost guitar that had now found its way home.
Anderson said, his voice breaking, “Mike, you and Wendie just have no idea... you have no idea, 
what this means to me. I don’t think I ever played this guitar in the Opry House because we 
didn’t come here until 1972, but I played it many times at the Ryman. It’s so special to have it 
back. Thank you so much. I wish you a wonderful anniversary.” Laughing, he added, “It may be 
your anniversary, but I got the present,”
       Anderson surprised the audience with a surprise appearance by Johnson, and the two 
performed “The Guitar Song.”
       Anderson closed the special performance saying, “Thank you to Mike, Wendie and Jamey, 
and thank you to Billy Grammer. May you rest in peace, my friend.”
“Your old guitar will be well taken care of... I promise I’ll never lose it again.”
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Cash, Dylan producer Bob Johnston dies
       Bob Johnston, who produced Johnny Cash’s “Live at San Quentin” and Bob Dylan’s 
“Nashville Skyline,” died on Monday in Nashville at 83.
Johnston also produced Leonard Cohen, Simon and Garfunkel, Willie Nelson, Flatt & Scruggs, 
The Byrds and Carl Perkins.
       Johnston was born May 14, 
1932 in Hillsboro, Texas. His 
mother, Diane, was musical as she 
wrote songs for Gene Autry and 
“Miles and Miles of Texas,” which 
Asleep at the Wheel covered in 1976.
       Johnston went into the Navy 
and returned to Fort Worth where 
he and his mother wrote songs 
for rockabilly singer Mac Curtis. 
Johnston also had his own career, 
recording rockabilly singles under 
the name Don Johnston, but he achieved little success.
        He moved to New York in 1964 to work in production for Kapp Records. During his time 
in New York, he married songwriter Joy Byers. She wrote at least 16 songs for Elvis Presley 
fi lms, which he later claimed that he helped write, but blamed contractual issues for only his 
wife receiving credit.
       Johnston moved onto Columbia Records, including Patti Page, who had a 1965 hit with 
“Hush, Hush Sweet Charlotte.”
      Later that year, he produced Dylan’s “Highway 61 Revisited,” except for “Like a Rolling 
Stone.” He later would produce major Dylan works “Blonde on Blonde,” “John Wesley 
Harding,” Nashville Skyline,” “Self Portrait” and “New Morning.”
He oversaw Simon and Garfunkel’s “Sounds of Silence” and “Parsley, Sage, Rosemary and 
Thyme.”
      Johnston eventually left New York for Nashville where he became head of Columbia 
there. During the late 1960s and early 1970s, he produced Cash, including his prison discs, “At 
Folsom Prison,” which was a highly successful album and helped restart Cash’s career, and “At 
San Quentin” in 1968 and 1969 respectively. The latter contained the hit single, “A Boy Named 
Sue.” Other Cash projects included “The Holy Land,” “Hello, I’m Johnny Cash,” “The Johnny 
Cash Show,” “I Walk the Line” and “Little Fauss and Big Halsy.”
For The Byrds, he helmed “Dr. Byrds & My Hyde.”
      Other artists he produced including Flatt & Scruggs, Michael Martin Murphey, Hoyt Axton, 
New Riders of the Purple Sage, Joe Ely, Willie Nelson (his attempt to pay back the IRS, “The 
IRS Tapes: Who’ll Buy My Memories?”) and Perkins (“Go Cat Go!”)

Steve Martin and Edie Brickell announce new CD
        Steve Martin and Edie Brickell will release their second studio album “So Familiar,” on 
Rounder Records on Oct. 30. Produced by Peter Asher, the album features 12 new songs.
“So Familiar” is the follow-up to 2013’s “Love Has Come for You,” which won the Grammy for 
Best American Roots Song and also inspired their new musical “Bright Star. The show, which 
was originally staged last year at the Old Globe Theater in San Diego, will open at the Kennedy 
Center in Washington, D.C. on Dec. 17 to be followed by a Broadway premiere in 2016.
Martin and Brickell toured together, which led to “LIVE: Steve Martin and Steep Canyon 
Rangers featuring Edie Brickell” coming out last year.
       “I guess that this is the logical sequel to the fi rst album, but it’s also different in a lot of 
ways,” Martin said. “It sounds bigger and wider, and it has a lush feeling that I really like. I 
think that Edie’s voice sounds beautiful with these arrangements, and I love the way the banjo 
sounds with strings. Peter really had a vision for this record, and he really came up with some 
wonderful things.”
“What Peter did was so beautiful,” said Brickell. “He has a great musical imagination, and 
he always surprises us. I’m so impressed by his ability to come up with things that feel grand 
and intimate at the same time. Peter has a really great ability to create something majestic and 
incorporate that into a traditional-sounding song.”
Béla Fleck, who is featured on “Heart of the Dreamer,” bassist Leland Sklar, Cobra Starship’s 
Victoria Asher, Mike Einziger of Incubus, fi lm composer/arranger Geoff Zanelli and Martin’s 
longtime bluegrass cohorts the Steep Canyon Rangers all help out.
“So Familiar” will include two exclusive bonus tracks when fans order at Barnes & Noble. Fans 
ordering there before Nov. 8 will automatically be entered into a drawing for a one-of-a-kind 
handwritten signed lyric book, a signed specialty screen printed banjo head & Deering banjo as 
well as a pair of tickets to opening night of “Bright Star” in Washington.
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LOCATED ON THE STRIP
GENEVA-ON-THE-LAKE RESORT

Roasted Corn-on-the Cob
Corn Dogs • Sausage • Pulled Pork
Hot Dogs • Fresh Cut French Fries

Hamburgers • Nachos
Cheese-on-a-Stick • Cheese Cakes

FOOD COURT

Open 7-Days-A-Week!

Same friendly
people ,best

food prices!  

Geneva-on-the-Lake

LOST SHEEP BAND

www.lostsheepband.com

Old Firehouse Winery  

Redhawk Grille 

Geneva Township Park 

Winery at Spring Hill

Troubadours of Divine Bliss As You Wish
Performing at Harpersfi eld Vineyard Saturday, September 5th 

       The Troubadours of Divine Bliss, Renee 
Ananda & Aim Me Smiley, are international 
recording artists from Louisville. They started 
as street performers in New Orleans and have 
since recorded 7 albums and toured all over 
America, Canada & Europe- including FIMU 
the International Festival of Music where they 
were chosen to represent the US. They are 
spiritual, environmental, and social justice 
activists who sing of courage of the heart, 
respect for the Earth and healing the human 
spirit. They are the founders of Mariposa 
HeartWork- leading retreats and workshops 
for personal empowerment and survivors of 

abuse. Also, The Tree of Life Alliance was formed 
by Aim Me & Renee to protect the Hoosier National 
Forest and the environment in southern Indiana. In 
2008, they founded Mighty Kindness in Louisville, 
KY to create a circle of sustainability and connection 
in the progressive community. The Mighty Kindness 
Hoots are community unity festivals that celebrate 
all that is kind for the Earth, body, soul & mind 
in order to effect change locally and coalesce the 
visions of a greener, happier and more just society.
       The Troubadours of Divine Bliss have released 
a new CD this summer titled “As You Wish”. It is 
Co-written by Renee and Aim Me and recorded 
independently with the help of several excellent 
musicians and many supporters.  “As You Wish” 
is lyrically superb and instrumentally splendid. 

The 12 tracks roll along on a thought provoking journey 
interweaving bliss with refl ection and always inspiring hope. 

       As You Wish breaks out with a ray of light in Broken Open with an easy going tempo that 
inspires listeners to be open to world and dance through the tough times and into possibilities.
The following sampling of lyrics, “What story do your hands tell? Did you paint your own 
picture? Did you write your own book? Who have you hurt and who have you helped?”, brings 
to light the theme of Fortune Teller. The melody skips along asking one to refl ect and perhaps 
change the outcome.
       Piano and violin give an elegant, fl owing, bonding feel to title track, As You Wish. If this 
track hasn’t been used at a wedding it most certainly will be.
       Something Better brings a sound reminiscent of Wilson Philips putting a positive spin on 
bad decisions. Piano and beautiful harmonies highlight the uplifting lyrics.
       The disc fl ows on through the feel good vibes of Umbrella in the Sea and into melodic 
tenderness of You’ll be With Me.
      With outstanding instrumentation Walking Wounded takes one’s hand and walks the path 
through being broken and into a more peaceful place of forgiveness and release. 
       A whimsical Mandolin brings the listener to Secret Admirer and then the classic sound of 
the Troubadours guitar and accordion set the groove through SoulSong and on into Hold On. 
       The last track on “As You Wish” titled Extraordinary Life is a “shake it up, wake it up” get 
up and get going inspirational boogie into the ongoing opportunity for extraordinary moments.
Aim Me’s sultry and soulful vocals combined with Renee’s radiant harmonies walk through 
genres of the past and bring spiritual light into an Americana Folk sound all of their own.  With 
eclectic instrumentation from Accordion, Piano, Guitar, Mandolin, Violin, Cello, Drums and 
Bass, The Troubadours of Divine Bliss just may have released their best compilation of Bliss to 
date.
       TDB are bringing their bliss to Harpersfi eld Vineyard on Saturday, Sept 5th 7-10pm. 
See the ad on page 9 for venue details.
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the Performing Arts. Dr. Wang has appeared as a soloist with the CIM Orchestra, the Canton 
Symphony Orchestra. She has collaborated with the CIM New Music Ensemble at the Museum 
of Contemporary Art in Cleveland, and the FiveOne New Music Ensemble at the Cleveland 
Public Theatre. She is the keyboardist for the Canton Symphony Orchestra, the Cleveland 
Orchestra Blossom Orchestra, the Fireland Symphony Orchestra and a substitute keyboardist for 
the Pittsburgh Symphony Orchestra. She has received her BM, MM and DMA from Cleveland 
Institute of Music. Currently, Dr. Shuai Wang serves as the piano instructor at the Cleveland 
Institute of Music. She is the director of the Classical Revolution Cleveland and the artistic 
director for the Ars Futura ensemble.

Who’s Bad: The Ultimate Michael Jackson Tribute Band returns to play 
The Akron Civic Theatre 
        Peoples Bank Civic Nights series will present Who’s Bad: The Ultimate Michael Jackson 
Tribute Band. The show will begin at 8 PM on Friday; September 25, 2015. 
       Who’s Bad’s live performance is an unrivaled celebration of pop music’s one true King. 
Their power-packed performance of Michael Jackson’s expansive catalog has ignited crowds on 
every continent and can only be described as a jaw-dropping, musical must-see. As the longest-
running Michael Jackson tribute band, and the only one to predate his untimely passing, Who’s 
Bad has awed even the skeptics, selling out nearly 50 venues in the United Kingdom including 
London’s O2 in December of 2010, the venue where the King of Pop was slated to end his 
career with a 50-show “This Is It” concert series. 
      Whether you idolized the Jackson 5, fell in love to Human Nature, or learned to moonwalk 
to Billie Jean, Who’s Bad is THE ULTIMATE music-and-dance driven Michael Jackson 
homage. This band of professionals relentlessly elevate the legacy of pop music’s King, 
always pushing themselves to be more precise, to raise the level of excitement and awe, while 
embodying Michael Jackson’s mission to bring people together of all races, genders, and 
cultures through music. As the curtain opens on a Who’s Bad performance, every MJ fan feels 
the adrenaline, screams at the sight of that unmistakable silhouette, and succumbs to a surefi re 
Michael Jackson sing-along. The energy is purely magnetic, the musicianship is fi rst-rate, the 
dance moves deftly inspired. Who’s Bad is a tribute befi tting a King and their high- octane 
execution of MJ’s music and dance has catapulted them to the exclusive rank of Ultimate!
       All tickets are reserved and are $20 and $16. Tickets are available at the Akron Civic 
Theatre Box Offi ce, by calling (330) 253-2488 or online at www.akroncivic.com, or 
TicketMaster (1-800-745-3000).  Tickets are on sale now.

“A Night with Janis Joplin” The Club @ the Civic welcomes Mary 
Bridget Davies
      The Club @ the Civic will present Mary Bridget Davies, the Tony Award – nominated star 
of Broadway’s “A Night with Janis Joplin” on Saturday, September 19, at 8:00 P.M. in an 
intimate cabaret setting
       Tony Award®-nominated singer MARY BRIDGET DAVIES’ journey began in her 
hometown of Cleveland, OH in 2001 when she fi rst started singing in local bands, and she hasn’t 
slowed down since.
       The powerhouse rock and blues singer’s love of music was instilled by her parents, who 
raised her on a healthy diet of the Allman Brothers Band, Stevie Wonder, James Brown, Joe 
Cocker and, naturally, Janis Joplin.  She cites a diverse array of contemporary artists she loves 
ranging from Pearl Jam, Alice In Chains, Avett Brothers and Florence & The Machine to Nicky 
Minaj, Iggy Azalea, and Eminem.
       Upon gaining local acclaim for her work in various rock bands, she was asked to sit in with 
Big Brother & The Holding Company (Janis Joplin’s original band, with whom she would later 
tour) as well as legendary blues guitarist Robert Lockwood Jr.  Her travels have taken her all 
around the world, including a run on Broadway in “A Night With Janis Joplin,” for which she 
received her Tony® nomination for “Best Performance by an Actress in a Leading Role in a 
Musical.”.  
      Ticket prices for adults are $25. This is a cabaret so seating will be limited. Tickets are 
available at the Akron Civic Theatre Box Offi ce, by calling (330) 253-2488 or online at www.
akroncivic.com, or TicketMaster (1-800-745-3000).  Tickets are on sale now.
The full schedule is available at www.akroncivic.com.  Additional events will be added 
throughout the season.  Tickets and information are available in person at The Civic Box Offi ce 
or by calling 330.253.2488.
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NEVER
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7pm • Prizes & Specials!

MUSICIANS NIGHT THURSDAYS 9pm

FRI. AUG. 28
BURNT RIVER BAND

SAT. AUG. 29: ROUGH CUT

FRI. SEPT. 4
TED RISER &THE TUCKER BAND

SAT. SEPT. 5
BAD MONKEY

SUN. SEPT. 6
BAD MONKEY @4PM

FRI. SEPT. 11
T.B.S.

SAT. SEPT. 12
BRICKHOUSE BLUES

thumped sparkly orange, blue, and red G&L ASATs with glittery metal fl ake fi nishes, his 
grooves undulating over the massive beats laid down by the spiky-haired Kramer. 
Tyler displayed remarkable lung power and range for a rocker on the threshold of his twilight 
years, but Buck Johnson’s upper-register backgrounds really fl ushed out the mix, making for 
record-accurate harmonies.  Perched on a riser overlooking Hamilton and Whitford, the gospel-
trained Alabama musician also handled Aerosmith’s keyboards—which ranged in timbre from 
tinkling piano to lush synth and marching-band brass.
      Johnson—who’s played with The Doobie Brothers, Matthew Sweet, and Shawn Mullins—
recently issued his solo debut Enjoying the Ride on the Spectra label.
Twangy “Livin’ on the Edge” segued into “Toys in the Attic,” which in turn tumbled into a 
monstrous drum solo by Kramer, who throttled his Pearl kit with a pair of green-taped sticks.  
Tyler returned early to join the percussive party—not that Kramer needed any help—then dusted 
off hot tramp hymn “Rag Doll.”
      The Diane Warren-written “I Don’t Want to Miss a Thing” saw thousands of fans holding 
illuminated iPhones aloft (in lieu of the Bic lighters of old) and swaying their arms in unison to 
the blockbuster ballad (Armageddon).  The Tyler / Johnson vocal mesh was in full force here—
but Whitford and Perry sang along, too.  
Heck, everybody did.
      “This is where we come from,” said Tyler during his intro to Rocks zinger “Rats in the 
Cellar,” which (along with “Last Child” and “Toys”) ranked among our personal faves from 
the night.  Hamilton emulated McCartney’s loping bass line on Beatles staple “Come Together” 
(which Aerosmith covered for 1978’s otherwise-doomed Sgt. Pepper’s Lonely Hearts Club Band 
motion picture).  
      The main set climaxed with the gender-bending “Dude (Looks Like a Lady)” and street-
tough “Walk This Way,” but the guys returned in short order for the concert’s oldest entry—the 
epic “Dream On.”  Finale “Sweet Emotion” was a sweet, Cool Whip-slathered cherry on the 
hard-rockin’ Aerosmith sundae.  
      Unbelievably, it was our fi rst time seeing Aerosmith live.  The show was predictably 
pompous in some spots (and was lit with enough lights to land planes at nearby Canton-Akron 
Airport), but if any band has earned the right to push its faders to the max, it’s these cats.  
Aerosmith brought their A-game to Ohio that Friday; the Hall of Fame couldn’t have wanted for 
a better marquee act for its fi rst annual Legends Concert.   
      It was Perry’s fourth or fi fth visit to the Cleveland area in two years.  The guitarist swung by 
the Rock Hall in 2014 for a book signing event, and to present Guns ‘n’ Roses guitarist Slash 
with an honor at Alternative Press Magazine’s inaugural APMAs.  
      Tyler (of American Idol fame) will release a country-themed album later this year, and 
Whitford has re-teamed with Ted Nugent singer / songwriter Derek St. Holmes for a new disc.  
Kramer partnered with Comfort Foods, Inc. in 2013 to promote a line of signature coffees.
Living Colour were a terrifi c opening act—but it took a little while for Blue Army fans (many 
still fl ooding in) to warm up to the quartet’s muscular funk metal.
      “Don’t look so sad!” consoled guitarist Vernon Reid.  “Aerosmith will be here soon!”
Formed in the mid-‘80s by members of the Black Rock Coalition (and sponsored early on by 
The Rolling Stones’ Mick Jagger), the band struck pay dirt with its 1988 debut, Vivid, and its 
eye-striking MTV videos.  
They earned Grammys for Best Hard Rock Performance in both 1989 and 1990.
      The guys launched into a bristling “Middle Man” at dusk, peeled off sarcastic Stain cut 
“Ignorance Is Bliss,” and recapitulated the defi ant “Open Letter (To a Landlord) as the sun sunk 
behind the stage.  Where some rock vocalists might have taken to the soapbox following so 
sensitive and politically-charged a tune (now more so than ever), singer Corey Glover summed 
up his feelings with a couple verses of “Amazing Grace.”
       The traditional church song suited Glover, whose pipes seem to have gotten stronger 
over the years instead of weaker.  And just when you thought he’d peaked, Glover would hit 
another earsplitting high note and hold it (with just the right pinch of vibrato).  Some of his 
notes were probably too high for human perception, audible only to canines in the surrounding 
neighborhood.  
Yowza!
      The reggae-tinged “Glamour Boys” saw Reid—an Experience Hendrix tour veteran—coax 
bright ska chords from a gilded Paul Reed Smith guitar.  Bassist Doug Wimbish utilized a fi ve-
string to plant the loping groove of “Love Rears Its Ugly Head.”
      With a musical DNA that owes equal debt to Bad Brains and AC-DC, Living Colour are 
known for their incandescent cover songs, like “Back in Black” and “Should I Stay or Should 
I Go?”  Tonight they went back further in time—to Creams’ Disraeli Gears—for a trippy 
“Sunshine of Your Love.”
       By now the crowd had warmed to the band’s burly sound and no-nonsense delivery.  We 
would’ve liked a taste of their 2009 disc The Chair in The Doorway (say, “Burning Bridges” 
or “Behind the Sun”), the hour was getting late.  During the few moments they had left, Living 
Colour tore into its breakthrough hit “Cult of Personality,” with drummer Will Calhoun turbo-
charging Reid’s fi ery fretwork and Wimbish’s taught bass line.  
We were lucky enough to have seen the band on the Vivid tour at The Phantasy in Lakewood.  
They brought its 25th anniversary tour to The Grog Shop in Cleveland Heights just a few years 
back.  
      Here’s hoping the group’s forthcoming album, Shade, sends ‘em to C-Town again.
www.aerosmith.com           www.livingcolour.com         www.buckjohnson.com 
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~Continued on Page 28

By Joel Ayala Ayapana RN, BSN, BA

My connection to the Garden of Eden and 
the Secretive Link to the Origins of Man 
      According to ancient times from Hindu Sanskrit to Buddhist 

traditions, from Hopi folklore to Mayan “philo-sophia”, from 
Kahuna oral traditions to Djedic hieroglyphics and even to 
origins of Christianity and to the most ancient depictions 
of Christ, the SERPENT was originally depicted all across 
the globe as anything other than demonstrative, fearful, or 
negative. The origins of Christianity is actually much deeper 
in meaning than what has been revealed superfi cially to 
the conditioned mind with many important elements of its 
traditions purposely withdrawn from its commonly known 
or conditioned substrate of knowledge - the withholding of 
consciousness. I must also highly stress to the reader that one 
must pay special attention to the root form of words, such as 
any particular word that contains a hard-sounding “k” or “c” 

implanted within its root. These specifi c words are very important as far as how it pertains to 
this article because of its rather strong and deeply hidden relationship to the serpent, recently 
referred to within popular literature as SERPENT WISDOM. Such words include but are not 
limited to those of the following: America, Christ, Karma.
       America ties in closely to the Incan word, Amaruka, which is easily translated as “the 
land of the plumed serpent.” According to the indigenous snake clans of North America, such 

as the Hopi, the truest origins of the name America had nothing to do with the world-famous 
Italian explorer, Amerigo Vespucci, but rather it has a great deal to do with possessing its more 
revealing relationship to the surviving Lemurian priest from Mu, named Amaru Muru. On the 
other hand, the word Karma has its ties linked to the Hindu origins of the Naga Maya, also one 
of the so called surviving Brotherhoods and descendants of Lemuria, or the Land of Mu.
       Christ or “Kristo” (after his crucifi xion on the cross) has often been referred to by the 
Gnostics as the Serpent on the Cross. The basic origins of Christianity roots deeper into the 
slowly uncovered ties to our Lemurian interconnection. And just to be brief, Lemuria is the 
legendary continent widely known by the Ancient tribal civilizations of the Pacifi c (i.e. the Rapa 
Nui, the Inca, and the Hopi) as being a continent or rather a largely tied in group of land masses 
that strung together composing a civilization of a higher knowledge, a strongly held level of 
peace, and that of an elevated understanding of technology and consciousness. Unfortunatly, 
Lemuria sank into the Pacifi c between 13,000 to 16,000 years ago from an unknown global 
cataclysm that greatly supports the widely known stories of fl ood mythologies found throughout 
the world’s cultures. Many Christians have hand selected many components found within the 
very pages of the Bible to be true and others just to being merely allegorical in nature. Case in 
point, the story of Noah and of the Great Flood and even the very story of Samson and Goliath 
have been referred to many times as being mythological in strength when in fact it strongly 
holds much archeological evidence to support such an ancient event.
       This has always been a known fact by the Ancients and from many of the older tribal 
cultures of the world, but for some reason this very important part of our history (as far as 
humanity is concerned) has been hidden from our Consciousness. One of the secret societies 
who have held close from within the basic foundations of their understanding is exactly this 
very important component of our history. These people of close membership who have held dear 
the carefully guarded wisdoms are the Rosicrucian Order.

       Now for those of you of whom have read my book, The Book of Positive Light: 
Remembrance of the Heart and have cracked its code or riddle, then you (my friend) are 
essentially in the know, but for those of you of whom have not a single inkling or a clue as to 
what I am leading to, well, you are literally in for a wild ride of Unconscious Awakenings and 
Truth- Be-Told Revelations.
       Furthermore in explaining the modern day hidden meaning of the serpent; it symbolizes 
hidden or occult wisdom, the shedding of the old and the acquirement of the new, rejuvenation, 
healing, sacrifi ce and resurrection, just to name a few. The serpent was never observed or felt to 
be anything less than that of being POSITIVE & SPIRITUAL!
       The Gnostics had originally perceived Christ or Yeshua as the Serpent. In ancient times the 
serpent was often referenced several thousands of times pinned up against the cross to indicate 
sacrifi ce (indeed)... healing... and resurrection. In parallel, Yeshua resonates and screams the 
very same profound description of such said synchronistic symbolism.
       As to how the true meaning of the “serpent” has become demonized all across the board 
after the rise of the Roman Empire and attached to the dogma related to organized religions... 
remains to be further researched and studied.
       To my intuition, the demonization of the “Serpent” relates to the very processes of 
bastardizing the edicts of an ancient wisdom that is only known (today by the majority) by the 
“HAVES” as opposed to the “HAVE NOTS.” In other words, the HAVES do not want you, 
THE HAVE NOTS, to know of these things of which potentially can evolve one’s senses to 
the heightened realms of consciousness. Control then becomes the mainstay of such agendas 
when analyzes the nature of the powers that be. And as this becomes clearer to you, after 
walking through the fi rst door past the serpent, you shall then realize in awareness that the truest 
means of enslavement is neither from what can be heard or seen through physical differences 
or through our fi ve known senses, but rather it is felt through the abstinence of acquiring total 
consciousness and what can be considered to be as true. 
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By Patricia Ann Dooms
Our Beliefs, Science of Mind, Psyche-K and This ‘Reality’ Thing…..
FeatherTouch Wellness

       Wow—In nearly 20 years of practicing a wide range of holistic modalities and energetic readings in my Four-Directional Healing treatments, 
I had the opportunity to experience something new and profound and life altering, through a Psych-K session.  You’ve never heard of it, have 
you?  Well, allow me to enlighten you……
       As most of you well know, I use concepts of Science of Mind, along with the Law of Attraction, and the  guidance of some of the world’s 
greatest authors and educators in my healing work:  Gregg Braden, Wayne Dyer, Bruce Lipton, Alberto Villoldo, Deepak Chopra, Abraham….
The list is endless.  All of these considerably signifi cant facilitators are very much in line with the teachings of Ernest Holmes and Science of 
Mind, and as we well know, the Truth is always repetitious.  Whatever….Whoever….it takes to get our attention.
For those times when the directive, “Healer, heal thyself” is nothing more than the suggestion to know who else to call in our fi eld who might be 
of assistance, I have my favorites.
       A friend of mine, Michael Ramsey of “Gateway Healing”, is one such ‘favorites’.  Over the years, Michael has introduced me to some 
profound practices that FeatherTouch often invites him to offer here in our Mentor location.
       In Michael’s words, “Through our life experience we have adopted the belief that change is diffi cult and takes a long time—that we need to 
struggle.  It’s just not true!  We can choose today what we want our life experience to be.  
       “Have you ever wondered why your life doesn’t refl ect the wisdom that you know?  It’s because 95% of our thoughts, feelings, and action 
come from beyond our conscious awareness—our subconscious beliefs.  You can have a different life experience through PSYCH-K within 
moments!  
       “Why not choose what you want to believe and experience?  If you want to know what your subconscious beliefs are—look at what you are 
manifesting in your life.  Our lives directly refl ect our beliefs.”
       Gregg Braden suggests in “Spontaneous Healing of Belief” that “We live our lives based on what we believe about our world, ourselves, 
our capabilities, and our limits.”
Think about this quote.  Mull it over.  What do those worlds mean to you?  
What we feel about our world determines our experience in the world.
I always enjoy when someone gets that smirky look on their face and suggests that I be realistic.  “Ok”, I respond…..”Defi ne reality”.  I love the 
way that smirk just kind of melts away……
Reality is whatever each individual experiences it to be.
Taking a walk—a car goes by—one of us notices it’s a red car.  Another sees it as being driven by a man.  Another sees it as going too fast.
None of these things are wrong, but only creates a different perception.  
Now, if you dislike red, how do you feel about that car?  What if you love red?  Maybe you’re 
annoyed that the car is going too fast.
       Maybe instead, you would love the feel of a fast-moving, little red sports car.  Maybe you 
think the guy driving it is really hot. Or maybe you can’t stand the arrogance of the guy who 
thinks he looks so good in that stupid red sports car….
All of a sudden you have a belief that affects your perception of reality.
       Think of people who might have witnessed abuse by one parent of the other.  How does 
that affect our relationships?
       Of course, how are we affected by growing up to believe that “money is the root of all 
evil”?
What are some of the ways we felt limited when we were growing up?  What were some of the 
limiting beliefs we were taught at home, at school, church….or by our peers?
When we look at all of that and realize that none of it is absolute, none of it is reality…It’s 
all just a fi gment of our imaginations….illusion…..what Rudyard Kipling referred to as “The 
‘Imposters’:  Triumph and Disaster” ….
       What if we woke up one day with amnesia and had no memory of the things we were 
programmed to believe from birth?
       How would we feel about our capabilities then?  I can’t speak for anyone else, but I think I 
might feel as though I had no limits.  That I could accomplish anything I desired to do.  That I 
could accumulate wealth, I could heal disease, I could have a nice, cozy little facility (oh, wait a 
minute; I do have that) where like-minded people would come and share their own capabilities 
and lack of limitation….We could ALL have amnesia!!  Imagine all we could accomplish……
So—how does that differ from now?  (Aside from the amnesia part, of course)….
If our lives are based on what we believe, then what if what we believe is wrong?

* Patricia Ann Dooms, known in some circles as “the Mentor from Mentor”, is a certifi ed 
holistic lifestyle mentor, practicing a variety of energy healing modalities which she has 
combined into her FeatherTouch 4-Directional Wellness Program.  To learn more about 
FeatherTouch Wellness, FeatherTouch Celebrations, …or if you are interested in either 
joining the monthly Science of Mind Study Group or setting up a Psych-K session with 
Michael Ramsey at our FeatherTouch location (Michael will also be here for a Psyche-K 
workshop on Oct. 24th), please contact us through this publication or e-mail:  feathertouch8@
att.net.

Celebrations
4-Directional

Wellness Program
Life is meant to

be celebrated…. That
includes understanding

every aspect of our lives;
our Soul’s Purpose, our Finances,

our Professions and our Relationships.

For further info, or to register:
Contact Patti Ann Dooms

feathertouch8@att.net 
or call (440) 223-7510

Science of Mind Study Group
Join 20-year Science of Mind practitioner 
Patti Ann Dooms of FeatherTouch each 

month for this creative workshop.
Next workshop is August 29th

Sept. 19th
“HEALING STORIES”

With Neal Szpatura 
11:30 am – 2:30 pm

A Transformational Circle For Comfort,
Growth and Healing. Fee: $25

Sept. 12th
A Day of Readings

with The Diamond Rose mediums. Noon-3pm.
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By Harvey Wasserman

Some animals exhibited in pens5/15

By Harvey WassermanB

Will Ohio Gov. Kasich’s 

Anti-Green Resume Kill His 

Presidential Hopes?

        The latest politician to leap toward the GOP nomination is widely known as America’s 
most anti-green governor. But he has a critical decision coming up that could help change that.
Ohio Gov. John Kasich has established a national reputation as a leading enemy of renewable 
energy and enhanced energy effi ciency.
        When he took offi ce in 2011, he opened fi re by killing a $400 million federal grant to 
restore passenger rail service between Cleveland, Columbus, Dayton and Cincinnati.
Columbus is the largest capital city in the western world that people cannot get to by train. 
It also has no internal commuter rail, making it what some have called “the mid-sized town 
technology forgot.”
       The rail grant had been painstakingly crafted over the better part of a decade by a broad 
bi-partisan coalition. It was poised to create hundreds of jobs and provide new opportunity for a 
number of small towns languishing along the restoration route.
The son of a postal worker, Kasich has long touted “jobs, jobs, jobs” as his trademark 
commitment. The polls were very tight just prior to Ohio’s 2010 election when a check for $1 
million came into his campaign chest from Rupert Murdoch, owner of Fox TV, where Kasich 
had anchored a commentary show. Between his time as a U.S. Congressman and the governor’s 
race, Kasich amassed a personal fortune by selling junk bonds to government pension funds.
Upon entering the statehouse in 2011 he sent the $400 million rail grant back to the feds with 
stunning contempt. There were no public hearings, no legislative debates, no discussion with 
Ohioans who had labored for years to bring the money into the state.
   Kasich then attacked renewable energy. Under previous Gov. Ted Strickland, a bi-partisan 

coalition had constructed one of America’s most 
successful green power packages. Major wind 
farms involving some $2 billion in invested 
capital were poised to pour into northern Ohio.

       Wind turbines can be especially profi table in 
the corridor just south of Lake Erie. The fertile 
farmland is fl at, the breezes are steady, there 
are plenty of transmission lines and the power 
can be generated relatively close to urban areas 
like Toledo, Canton, Cleveland and Akron. 
Thousands of jobs and radically reduced electric 

rates were set to revive Ohio’s gutted industrial economy.
       A $50 million solar farm was also slated for the southern part of the state. Businesses 
specializing in rooftop installations were thriving. Kasich killed all that. Last year he signed a 
bill gutting the green power plan pending two years of “further study.”
       He then drove a stake through the heart of Ohio’s wind-powered future. Again with no 
public hearings or debate, Kasich slipped into law draconian restrictions on the spacing of 
wind turbines. For no apparent reason other than to kill the wind industry, the bill mandates 
extreme siting distances from property lines and buildings, which makes commercial turbine 
development a virtual impossibility in the Buckeye State. And, Kasich has made Ohio the 
dumping grounds for fracking wastewater.
Yet even that doesn’t quite end the tragedy of Kasich’s epic energy fail.
      The infamous Davis-Besse nuke at Oak Harbor, near Toledo, has been uneconomical 
for years. It’s recognized worldwide as one of Earth’s most dangerously decrepit reactors. 
Boric acid once ate through all but one-eighth’s inch of its pressure vessel, nearly causing a 
Chernobyl on Lake Erie. Its shield wall is crumbling, as is its overall infrastructure. Old age, 
mismanagement and corporate greed have left it, among other things, with a number of actual 
holes poked through its containment dome. Similar shenanigans recently forced the fi nal shut-
down of the Crystal River reactor in Florida.
       Fifteen years ago the owners of Davis-Besse and the Perry reactor, east of Cleveland, took 
some $9 billion from Ohio ratepayers to refurbish the two failing nukes in preparation for a 
“free market” in energy. Cincinnati-based economist Ned Ford has shown that siphoning off 
that money has helped cripple the industrial economy of northern Ohio.
      Today neither nuke can compete with gas and renewables. So FirstEnergy, Davis-Besse’s 
Akron-based owner, wants the Ohio Public Utilities Commission to gouge $3 billion more 
from ratepayers to keep Davis-Besse and its 50-year-old Sammis coal burner in operation, even 
though neither can compete on the open market.
      The proposed bailout has sparked anger throughout the state. Most of Ohio’s large 
commercial and industrial energy users oppose the plan, along with the core of the state’s 
consumer and environmental communities. Demonstrations at the PUCO have been well-
attended and Ohio’s biggest home newspaper—the Cleveland Plain-Dealer—has editorialized 
against the bail-out.
      As a result of public pressure, the PUCO has repeatedly postponed its decision.
Nor has the governor yet weighed in.
      But Kasich will ultimately have to be heard on an issue that could decide the state’s 
fi nancial and industrial future. For Ohio’s teetering economy, sinking yet another $3 billion into 
obsolete fossil/nuke burners would be suicidal. Germany, California and other advanced powers 
are now transition into a future defi ned by green power. If Kasich continues to steer Ohio away, 
the state is doomed to obsolescence and decline.

      Technically the issue is the Public Utilities 
Commission’s to decide. But Kasich is well 
positioned to become at least the GOP’s Vice-
Presidential nominee. Ohio is always a key 
swing state, making the governor a valuable 
geographic asset.
As a candidate, where he stands on the future 
of energy will be heavily scrutinized. Thus far 
he seems fi rmly in the Koch camp, supporting 
the billionaire brothers’ attacks on any 
energy source that threatens their gargantuan 
investments in obsolete fossil fuels/nukes.
Should that carry over into support for the 
extremely unpopular Davis-Besse bailout, 
Gov. Kasich’s already extensive anti-green 
resume could cause him serious problems as 
the 2016 presidential campaign progresses.
 HARVEY WASSERMAN wrote 
SOLARTOPIA!  OUR GREEN-POWERED 
EARTH and hosts the Green Power & 
Wellness Show at www.prn.fm.  He edits 
www.nukefree.org
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If  You Can Dream It, 
I Can Build It.
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Patrick Podpadec
Luthier

440.474-2141
pat@liamguitars.com
www.liamguitars.com

SUMMER SPECIAL
$1000 OFF

ANY REPAIR
With mention of

this ad.

Custom Designs
Guitars
Basses
Acoustic
Electric
Mandolins
Double Necks
Harp Guitars
Major Repairs
Restorations
       Refinishing
         Refretting
         Intonation Adjustments
         Acoustic Pickup Installs

“The Dreamcaster”
Custom built

for Brian Henke

By Luthier Patrick Podpadec

My 30 years of experience can help
you reach your musical goals!

Call or Text Rick
440-413-0247

Guitar
Lessons

Let me teach you
how to make music!

Schedule your
lesson today!

Beginner
to

Advanced

Electric
and

Acoustic

From Rick Piunno

      You got to love the weather that Mother Nature has been giving 
us lately. Since about the middle of July we have been blessed with 
sunshine, warmth, and fewer bugs than normal, except for the cicadas. 
I’ve seen more hatching this year than ever.
       It seems as though things are starting to turn around for me lately. 
I have noticed a shift in my “Swagger” of life. (That’s not a real thing I 
just made it up). I don’t know what else to call it, but this summer I have 
fi nally reached this milestone and things seem to be shifting into another 
paradigm. (I don’t know what that means either) but all I know is that I 
feel good about it. 
     I have been able to get a few things done in the shop lately and that 
has given me new incentives to accomplish more every day. I had a very 
nice newer Taylor come in the shop with a couple of dings in the top 
from either a pick or fi ngernails from the customer’s style of play. This 
particular instrument did not have a pick guard so that could have been 
some of the problem. The strange thing was that the nicks were far out 
of the range of where a normal Taylor size pick guard would go. Another 
thing was that the customer really liked the look of his guitar without 
the pick guard. I did too. So we came up with a solution. I made an over-sized Taylorish looking pick guard from clear pick guard material from 
Stewart MacDonald, a very reputable instrument parts supply house near Athens, Ohio.
      First I had repaired the nicks by drop fi lling the areas a couple of times with lacquer and making sure that I sanded the fi lls to be perfectly 
fl ush, which can be tricky to say the least . It’s easy to gouge the surrounding area of the fi ll when you scrape it fl ush with a razor blade. You then 
must sand the area starting with 320, then 400, then 600, and continue sanding a little larger area every time until you reach about 1200 grit. You 
must also remember to use the paper backed up with a very fl at block so that you don’t accidentally put any waves or uneven spots in the fi nish. 
After I have successfully sanded the area I take it over to my high speed 14” buffer and buff out the sanded area with a med grit compound and 
then again with a very fi ne compound. This produces the glass type fi nish that we all like to see on our new instruments. Unfortunately even after 
all of the work it’s often still possible to see some of the small areas of lacquer fi ll if you hold the guitar at the right angle to the light. Some of the 
discrepancy is because of the different aging lacquers and often they seem to blend into each other and become less visible over time. Lacquers 
and most other clear fi nishes tend to darken or create an amber look after the many light changes they are exposed to through the years. 
     Now after all that I still had to create a clear pick guard that was large enough to give the top the protection from where the majority of the 
nicks seemed to be happening. I took the shape of a normal Taylor pick guard and “fattened” it up until it just covered the nicks. It doesn’t take 
much to destroy a “shape” and because Taylor has their own distinctive pick guard shape I wanted to be careful not to get too far away from 
that. After a couple of trial paper templates I came up with a good looking shape that still represented the Taylor brand. After all of that and then 
applying the adhesive backed clear pick guard and making sure I rolled out all of the air bubbles you couldn’t even see it on the top, which is what 
the original intention of the clear pick guard was anyway. At least if any one sees it they may think that it was done intentionally at the Taylor  
factory which is again the type of professionalism that I strive for in my repairs and building projects at Liam Guitars.
      Another exciting thing is that I am 90% done with my new Smoking Hot Guitar shop. I have been diligently working on it since early spring 
and am actually starting to use it now. I only lack a few things to do such as painting the fl oor, a small bit of siding to fi nish and waiting for my 
sign to be done. It has been a fun adventure building a new shop even though it isn’t much bigger than a postage stamp. The trick is to try to pack 
ten lbs of shit in a 5 lb bag. “They said it couldn’t be done by I dare to differ.”
      In a small 10 x 18 area I have managed to pack a belt sander, a drill press, a bandsaw, a 6 foot work bench an area for a vacuum system and a 
small 4 ft  cnc machine ( I don’t have the cnc yet, but it’s in my dreams and down on paper, so it will be there someday soon!) I also have about 
4 different 3 ft cabinets for storage of all the materials for making my new guitar pipe products. I attached the new building on to an 8x8 building 
that used to be the dog house for our Irish Wolfhounds.  It is now my new offi ce and it serves me very nicely as that. You must remember that Irish 
wolfhounds are very big dogs. It has a door and ceiling fan and windows and all that stuff. I have room for a desk, 2 large fi ling cabinets and a 
small rolling cabinet that has my small college size refrigerator on it (to hold my cold beer after I work).
     I had painted the fl oor with that type of paint that you add the speckles to and it looks so good I’m going to do the rest of the shop like that too.  
The coolest feature is the 6 foot steel automatic garage door at the one end. I just love it! I can have it open in the summer and it feels like your 
outside working (almost). So I guess that when you work from home it’s important to set up your work areas so that you can enjoy the space and 
get stuff done at the same time. I think I’m fi nally reaching that goal. I hope that you are reaching yours too. Thanks for reading and please “Stay 
in Tune” until the next issue of the North Coast Voice.

Keep Smiling! 
Patrick from Liam Guitars/ and Smoking Hot Guitars 
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Westside Steve
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newest CD A Pirates Life visit
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By Westside Steve Simmons

Ricki And The Flash
Tristar  PG13 102 Min. 
        I’d toyed with overlooking this one but 
changed my mind because the star is someone 
I believe to be not only the greatest actress of 
our generation but possibly of all time, Meryl 
Streep.
        My lack of excitement stems from the 
fact that it hasn’t been very long since there 
was another high profi le actor starring as an 
aging musician trying to mend fences with 
family. I’m sure you remember Al Pacino in 
Danny Collins. RICKI AND THE FLASH is 
a very similar story with a couple of changes 
and a switcheroo. That is while Collins was 
a huge star and had been for years  a la Neil 
Diamond,  Ricki Randazzo  (Streep) never 
made it past one album decades ago and has 
since been estranged from the family while 
cranking it out in a bar band, the Flash. Dad 
(Kevin Kline) and the kids, especially her 
daughter Julie (Mamie Gummer), have been 
bitter about that their whole lives.
       When divorce brings Julie to the brink of 
mental illness dad breaks down and calls Ricki 
to come visit exposing her to the slings and 
arrows of a very angry extended family.
       As you can imagine there are plenty of 
uncomfortable situations as mom does her best 
to reconnect with the family she left so many 
years ago. Nothing very earthshaking or origi-
nal but nothing unpleasant either. One more 
hurdle she needs to get over is what to do with 
the love interest, the kind and understanding 
guitar player in her band played by former pop 
star Rick Springfi eld.
       There is no point in spelling out any more 
of the plot but there probably isn’t much you 
won’t be able to guess. I thought the whole 
fi lm was a little weak but even though the role 
of Ricki could have probably been played by 
any competent older actress, Meryl Streep did 
it as well as it could be done. And no other 
actress could come close to her body of work 
over the years.
       If you fi nd yourself thinking that mom 
and daughter in the fi lm bear a striking resem-
blance it’s because Meryl Streep and Mamie 
Gummer are actually mother and daughter as I 
have just found out. 
       A possible continuity glitch that kind of 
bothered me was that if Ricki Randazzo was 
actually a minor star with a record deal at one 
time it would seem to me she’d have at least a 
handful of her own songs to perform. Anytime 
she was on stage with the Flash, which was of-
ten, they basically played cover songs that any 
group of old guys would play in a beer joint.
Oh well.

C+

The Gift   
STX  R  108 min
      Gang I am almost dumbfounded. Let me 
warn you in advance of a possible spoiler. I 
plan to keep this review short just so I don’t 
have to go into much of the plot but I think 
you’ll want to avoid any information and 
go straight to see this fi lm. Seriously. To be 
honest I’d planned to shun this thing like an 
Amish man with a pink hat but took a fl yer 
on it at the last minute because the boss at the 
Lake theater told me he’d heard it was better 
than the trailers. Now if you’ve seen those and 
the movie posters you might guess, as I did, 
this would be at best a run of the mill bloody 
knife Jasonesque stalker movie or at worst, 
one of those boring and ridiculous supernatu-
ral loads of crap in which a demon follows 
people through a haunted houses and jumps 
out to scream boo every few minutes. This is 
actually nothing of the sort folks. This is a true 
psychological thriller.
       Simon and Robyn (Jason Bateman and 
Rebecca Hall) are a young couple on the verge 
of success. They’ve left Chicago so he can 
pursue a high paying job back in his home-

      

town. 
She’s trying to get over 
some sort of traumatic episode and hopes the 
move will allow her to leave it in the past. 
And they are both trying earnestly to begin a 
family. Soon after purchasing a beautiful new 
home Simon bumps in to a strange fellow 
named Gordo (Joel Edgerton), apparently one 
of his old classmates from long ago. Days go 
by and the guy drops by the couple’s home 
unexpectedly and bearing gifts, often enough 
to make them nervous. Simon, Robyn and the 
audience soon get a creepy feeling and wonder 
if Gordo might be dangerous.
      That much you will fi nd out within the fi rst 
few minutes and it’s all I’m going to tell you. 
Oh don’t worry you will guess about a few 
things and even think you have it fi gured out 
more than once before it’s over. But you’ll be 
wrong.
      If you go into this fi lm with a blank slate, 
as I did, you will be stunned at the twists and 
turns as the plot unfolds.
      As the two male leads Bateman and Edg-
erton play the roles just perfectly. Simon with 
just enough charisma and just enough hard 
edge and Gordo just odd enough to make you 
wonder if he actually is crazy, but never over 
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the top. 
      I was completely captured by the Hitchcock style suspense for the whole fi lm and shocked 
at every unexpected twist. 
      Don’t read reviews, don’t talk to your friends, just jump in the car pay your money and sit 
tight. One of the best of the season.

A-

The Man From U.N.C.L.E.   
Warner Bros  PG13  112 min
      When I was a kid The Man From 
UNCLE was one of my favorite tele-
vision shows of all time.
       Fairly recently I purchased the 
fi rst season on Amazon Prime and 
so far I’ve been disappointed in the 
way my memory seems to have let 
me down. Perhaps things will pick 
up a bit in season two but so far each 
episode is very similar. For example 
Illya Kuryakin hasn’t had much of a 
role leaving Napoleon Solo to carry 
the entire show. (I realize that the 
Russian counterpart enjoys a much 
bigger part after audience response to 
season one, much like Spock on Star 
Trek). Mr Solo invariably becomes trapped by the evildoers, death trap with his love interest of 
the week and then escapes.
       Now something like 50 years later the series is brought back from the dead and blown up 
to the size of theater screen. Young audiences will have no idea of the original, and older ones 
(like me) will have fuzzy memories. 
       So understanding that here’s your spoiler alert. It’s not a deal breaker really but it will help 
you understand some questions you will have during the fi lm. Read further at your own peril.
       One of my problems was that two main characters worked for the CIA and the KGB and 
were sent on the joint mission.
       Nowhere during the setup nor execution of this mission was the United Network Command 
for Law and Enforcement mentioned. Napoleon Solo’s character is more like Alexander Mundi 
from IT TAKES A THIEF in that he is a criminal, pickpocket and swindler pressed into service 
by the CIA. Illya Kuryakin is a neurotic KGB agent the son of a disgraced higher up in the Rus-
sian hierarchy, with a big chip on his shoulder.
       Keeping in mind this is a period piece set at the height of the Cold War and one of the 
most bothersome things to world peace would be the ability for rogue nations to easily produce 
nuclear weapons. (Sound familiar) An evil organization has made that possible and these two 
agents, (3 including the girl), are ordered to stop that and bring the technology home to their 
own respective country, even if it means killing their partners. That last part is obviously un-
known to the other members of the force.
       That, of course, is a positive thing since I was bothered the entire time about the complete 
lack of any actual reference or similarity to the show. At this point it becomes clear we are 
watching a prequel and setting up a very origin of the organization. Fine. 
       On yet another positive note I enjoyed the entire cold War nuclear weapon scenario.
Another liberty taken with the original was the beefi ng up of the Illya Kuryakin character mak-
ing him more mysterious and a great deal tougher.
(I’ll get to the Napoleon Solo character in a bit)
       On the downside I need to point out that most of this movie, like many similar ones, relies 
mainly on action scenes, car chases, and fi ghts etc. Here, especially in comparison with the 
recent MISSION IMPOSSIBLE entry, all these seem slightly less impressive. Not shoddy by 
any means but not nearly as good as we’ve seen just recently.
       My main problem, besides the somewhat slow pace, the annoying subtitles and weak in-
teraction between characters, is the focus on Henry Cavill as Solo. From what I’ve seen of him 
up to now  I think he’s a terrible actor but to be fair I don’t blame him for his failure to capture 
the charisma, charm, and cool of Robert Vaughn, and frankly I don’t know that anyone could. 
But that’s probably the most important factor in making the television show the hit that it was. 
Unfortunately that’s impossible to replace 50 years down the road. Imagine doing the Andy 
Griffi th Show with someone else as Sheriff Taylor. Maybe the producers could have completely 
revamped the Solo character rather than try imitate it, but they didn’t and in my opinion left 
themselves open for a major fl aw.
I’m still giving it a lukewarm recommendation.

C-
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~Continued from Page 22

Daily Specials

Full Kitchen Menu

2 HAPPY HOURS!
7:30-10:30am

& 4-6:30pm

Home of the Hoover

306
LOUNGE

7377 Lakeshore Blvd.
Mentor

440.257.3557

       True enslavement roots from the withholding of consciousness. Those of who have always 
been “in-the-know” do truly know the actual meaning of such said occult knowledge and 
hidden wisdom. But when such people who have always been “in-the-know” have successfully 
attached the “Serpent” to the very edicts of EVIL and of NEGATIVITY, the seeker on the 
enlightened path of things can and will eventually begin to ultimately decode the truest nature 
of what the Serpent truly symbolizes. Ladies and Gentleman, the Serpent is essentially the 
GUARDIAN of Hidden Wisdom. When the seeker is able to disembody the fear, in relationship 
and illusively, to the serpent... FEAR then becomes the DIVERSION and the ILLUSION. 
      Fear can essentially be decoded as not being the reality of things, but rather instead the 
illusion - a manufactured program with one main purpose to deceive and to manipulate through 
misguided and puzzling etymology. What lies behind the door for which the Serpent guards 
become then the limitless expanse of potentialities and possibilities - far beyond that which can 
be fathomed from the lower consciousness of things.
     “Behold, I am sending you out as sheep in the midst of wolves, so be wise as serpents and 
innocent as doves.” (Mathew 10:16)
     Now, as far as to my rather interesting relationship to the very edicts of what I am referring 
to within this article is many things in nature. These can be strongly deemed from several 
spiritual and personal initiations that I have undergone and from all of my travels, but I will 
make reference in particular to the etymology of the three root words hidden within my father’s 
last name.
     The Etymology of the root word AYA- from the fi rst syllable of my Father’s family name, 
Ayapana, essentially makes reference to its Arabic meaning which is, profoundly enough, the 
“SERPENT.” On the other hand, “PAN” from the second root word associated with my father’s 
family name, AYAPANA, makes reference to Pantheism - to the First System of Man... to the 
Adoration of the Universal Nature... to the Garden of Eden... and to the Land of Mu.
     Lastly “A” from the third root word associated with my Father’s Family name makes 
reference to to the Alpha as opposed to the Omega... (furthermore) to the Beginning... to the 
allegorical referencing to the Gods or the Dragon (Combined Meaning: The First Dragon).
     Now, just to giving a little background as to the etiological nature of my last name... before 
I get down and dirty with its actual meaning, the Ayapana name is derived from its roots in 
relationship to South American ties to the Peruvian Worlds of Wonder - The Inca - the very 
lands of the Amaru and descendants of the Lands of Lemuria. The Ayapana furthermore lends 
its roots to the Ayapana Triplinervis... an herbal remedy used for digestion and found within the 
most dense of jungles discovered within Mother Gaia used by the indigenous Peruvian Shaman 
for medicinal purposes. In truth and in revelation, the Ayapana name lends furthermore to its 
deepest roots to Incan Peruvian descent and nothing to even the slightest indication of Filipino 
tribal existence. 
     So essentially, the AYA-PAN-A or AYAPANA (my God-Given last name) means, 
accordingly to its root form in etymology, the following fi nalized translation:
    The fi rst or beginning dragon, descendent serpent wisdom keeper from the Secret Garden of 
Eden - The Origins of Man: The Land of Mu
     Again, the very meaning of this translation has nothing to do with  “being afraid of 
anything” but rather with something to being more “enlightened to” which brings into being 
the very shedding of our egos and in the unraveling of our truest nature to the origins of self  
hidden elusively from view.
     In conclusion, the truest meaning of the “Serpent” has been hidden from the Consciousness 

of the masses from all this time (with main focus) to 
disempower the very unity that we all share as ONE 
through and from within all of Humanity - UNITY 
CONSCIOUSNESS. 
     In order to effectively rule the masses... a small but 
cohesive and underground order must truly divide.
     Thus, in order to free ourselves from such bondage 
from the hidden agenda of True Slavery, from such a 
misguided World Order, then we (as humanity) must 
know through the heightened and an evolving sense of 
awareness, the ILLUSION of Our Separateness and the 
Realities of Our True Interconnectedness... to SELF 
and to each other as ONE!!!

check out
www.tomtoddmusic.com 

for more information & pictures

Paninis in Stow 

Geneva Lodge  

The Venue, Parma

Old Firehouse Winery  

Great Geauga Fair

Great Geauga Fair  

Geneva Lodge  

Deer’s Leap Winery  

Old Firehouse Winery  

Redhawk Grille Concord
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String Prices

In-Store Repairs
Over 50 Years of

Musical Experience
Karaoke Equipment

Lighting Products
Yorkville Amps

Guitars & Bases

Lowest in Town!

1493 Mentor Ave.

440.352.8986
Painesville Commons Shopping Center

WE BUY USED GEAR
Lessons: Guitar, Bass, Banjo

Mandoline & Piano

Whooz Playin’

    To Book: 440-796-3057
WWW.WHOOZPLAYIN.COM

Please note that the First Class Band
and Whooz Playin’ band has been
condensed to just Whooz Playin’

Fri. Aug 28 8 8:00-11:30PM

Cabana's • Chardon

 

Sat. Aug 29 • 7:30-11:30PM

Severino's Pizza • Eastlake

 

Fri. Sep. 4 • 8:00-11:30PM

Rider's Inn • Painesville

 

Sat. Sep. 12 • 8:00-11:30PM

Chesterland Tavern

TRY OUR EXCITING

GAME
SHOW!

TRIVIA GAME &
FAMILY FEUD SHOW
CALL FOR MORE
INFORMATION!

KARAOKEABOUT
ALLWe’re

  not just...

440-944-5994

10% OFFBOOK NOW
& GET

WITH COUPON. CODE NCV.
 MUST BE GIVEN AT TIME OF BOOKING

Now taking Bookings for
your Summer Events!

Bring the fun and excitement of
Karaoke to your next party!

Over 20,000 Songs with
newest updates

RENT
ME!

FULL KARAOKE
SYSTEMS FOR RENT
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CAMPFIRE STORIES!

(Answers on Page 28)

       “Nothing as tragic as no more magic, so 
break the cage of the digital age, but only if 
you are content with where you went and you 
have a minute to listen to your inner rhythm 
and keep the fl owers, but next time use less 
cologne, and just because it’s all in the wrist, 
don’t even try to give me a twist, give me 
ambiguity or give me something else… like 
growlers of beer!”

      That was as close as I could get in making 
a paragraph out of the words found in the caps 
of some Magic Hat beer at camp last week, 
and my birthday week fell on Camp Week 
this year too!  Hot-Diggity-Dog, the timing 
couldn’t be more perfect!  There’s nothing 
quite like Camp Week, everyone can’t wait to 
get there and no one wants to leave, and if you 
emerge from camp week unscathed physically 
or mentally, then you just weren’t doing it 
right!
      Brutus, Olive Oil, Alice from Wander 
Land, Crash the Sardine Man, Q, ROCKsand 
and Mountain Man Sawshisquat were present 
for my ‘Camp Birthday Party’, which was 
totally friggen awesome! I only got hit in the 
head by one beer can, one stone to the nuts 
and only one trip to the local bar in my tights, 
so it went well!  Alice, Olive and Q, our mood 
enhancement guide, made me a very yummy 
birthday cake in the coals of the campfi re, 
which had some blue blood clot looking things 
in it but tasted a lot like blueberries’, I was 
glad about that and I’m not kidding either!  
       Rocksand and Sawshisquat had to leave 
on Monday and Alice left on Tuesday but 
Thumper and her main squeeze Dale, who I 
hope doesn’t know a farmer, at least he didn’t 
have one in him nor was he singing “Hi-Ho 
the Derry-O” when they came to camp on 

Wednesday, and get this… it was Thumper’s 
birthday week too!

WooHoo more cake!  

       Stosh and Kitty Puffs came on Friday for 
Thumper’s birthday and Stosh showed us how 
to ‘man up’ which I think may scar me for life, 
Kitty Puffs was just being her real hottie self 
and just full of surprises!
       One of the fun parts of Camp Week for 
me is re-meeting people I’ve already met but 
don’t remember meeting, but they remember 
meeting me… more than once!  Then of 
course I have to ask if they still liked me 
after meeting me the fi rst few times, and 
their answer will tell me if I or they were an 
assbag or not when we met and/or re-met!  
ROCKsand and Stosh were a re-meet for like 
the fourth time and it turns out neither of them 
were an assbags but I might have been but 
they don’t remember if I was!

WooHoo!

      Campfi re stories are one of the best parts 
of Camp Week, no one really knows when the 
stories start, but they usually happen when 
everyone gets toasted just enough but still able 
to speak without drooling, which could happen
after the swapping of spit with the repeated 
Passing of the Crown ritual!  Now the Passing 
of the Crown ritual on Saturday made Kitty at 
some point become ADHD and dropping her 
stories right before the punch lines to become 
‘One with the Fire’, and then…  
To be continued

~Snarp
www.snarpfarkle.com

~ Rick Ray
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